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How many voters 
missed chance to 
hear candidates?

M

, m -«ukf fcfyfBRIAN HENRY

According to Tony Finn, 
Business Manager of the 
Council of the York Student 
Federation, it has recently 
been discovered that the 
CYSF should not be paying 
fees to the Canadian 
Federation of Students- 
Ontario for approximately 18 
per cent of the students who 
belong to the CYSF.

According to Finn, this 
means that last year, the 
CYSF paid the CFS-0 $2,478 
more than it shpuld have, and 
that this year, the amount 
owed to the CFS-0 is much 
lower than expected.

Total fees paid to the CFS- 
O for 1981-82 were $14,049. 
This figure is based upon 
$1.50 per full-time student or 
full-time equivalent (FTE) 
(two students each with a half 
course load are equivalent to 1 
full-time student) who 
belongs to the CYSF.

But, although fees 
paid for every student who 
belongs to the CYSF, Finn 
says that, in fact, all of these 
students are not CFS-0 
members. He said that the 
Graduate Student Associa
tion, the Graduate Business 
Council, and the Environ
mental Studies Student 
Association all belong to the 
CYSF but do not belong to the 
CFS-O.

<
PAULA TODD
If candidates in the upcoming 
Board of Govenors and Senate 
representative elections were 
disappointed with the small 
turnout for their All 
Candidates Meeting held in 
the Central Square Bearpit 
yesterday, they might ask 
CYSF Chief Returning 
Officer, Larry Till, why he 
gave the York community just 
one day’s notice of the 
meeting. This when it was the 
only CYSF-organised public 
election forum for these 
candidates.

to hear the candidates’ 
platforms, he said, “I know, I 
know. But that’s how things 
are. I had to do it with things 
so late already.” Till was 
referring to CYSF’s 
ponement of the general 
elections. Advance polls 
fall on April 5 with the 
election scheduled for the last 
week of the academic year on 
April 6th.

Excalibur learned about the 
candidates’ meeting 15 
minutes before it began and 
was unable to assign a 
reporter. In an attempt to get 
some coverage of the event, 
Excalibur approached Radio 
York,
station which received 
approximately $12,000 from 
CYSF this year. “This is the 
first I have heard about the 
meeting,” said Station 
Manager, Andy Holowaty.
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Conflict of interest

the campus radio

Till, whose appointment as 
C.R.O. was challenged last 
month because none of the 
other qualified candidates 
were even interviewed and 
because his current job as 
Managing Editor of the Vanier 
College newspaper, The 
Vandoo, presents a conflict of 
interest, was apologetic about 
the short notice but does not 
intend to make other 
arrangements for the 
candidates. You know how 
things are,” he said, “I’m very 

2? busy. But I put posters up 
n yesterday.”

When Excalibur expressed 
ç" concern that Till had not given
§ thousands of York voters
^ enough time to respond to the

meeting and the opportunity

fwere

iËSm
I don't have time'

„ J “You’re the first person to tell 
me about this. I don’t have 
time to get the equipment set 
up now.” Neither Tye Burt, 
the CYSF Speaker nor Till 
made arrangements to tape 
the discussion.

As David Spiro, a candidate 
for Student Senator said, “If I 
wasn’t a candidate I 
would have known about the 
meeting.”

V. :: «,/r

^v„-

Finn says that the total 
owed to the CFS-0 for this 
year is $26,772. This figure is 
based upon $3.00 for each 
student who belongs to both 
the CYSF and the CFS-O. (An 
increase in CFS-0 fees from 
$1.50 to $3.00 a student 
approved by referendum two 
years ago and came into effect 
this year.)

To date, the CYSF has paid 
the CFS-0 $15.000 and has 
given them a cheque for 
$10,000 post-dated to June 1. 
Finn says that with the 
addition of the $2,478 
overpayment from last year, 
as of June 1, the CYSF will 
have paid the CFS-0 $706 
more than it owes for this 
year.

never

Have you been missing the point of Excal pix? Look at pagel2.
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Union participation in Graduate Student 
EH2EE Association election creates controversy
said that it has to be JOHN P. SCHMIED poster’s statement --Th„r„ ... . _ *
understood that the fee While recent publicity has has been a tradition with the '°?1 Whum the GSA Platform advocatesd greater involvement in CYSF requiresgranting system at York is the focused upon the CYSF and GSA tn remain oinnf >u < • \ reduced by such a move. involvement between theGSA
"mos, complicated system its actijes" , conttovetsy OTTO “ he saM C°" ‘hr «h-, haod. with ,11 group, „„ „mp„, -
available \ Finn said that last has developed in the Graduate the GSA membership eWr lh'S '' '"ra î’errlng B|ack Creek Food Co-op. the
year, he took the FTE Students Association IGSAi renreeentc nJbersh*P election issue. Id be one Womens Centre, the Day
enrollment figure as given, election campaign. At issue is student body - pro and anti- executive" he TaTd ’fHo°w with ÎTm etC"SOmething
but that this year, when the fact that GSA presidential union, and those of anti-un^on “ i control the' GSA>” ^ ^S'
Turner enquired about the candidate Terry Conlin is a feelings will 
figure, they looked into it in vice-president ©f the York 
detail and discovered the 
error.

Had the error

a review. Both are critical of 
the fact that CYSF receives 
about $14,000 a year from 
graduate students’ fees yet 
little is done to represent the 
view of graduates. Conlin is 

Moore and Conlin both critical of the past GSA 
believe that the GSA’s administrations for

having sent regular represen
tatives to CYSF meetings, and 
says that either the GSA

■ ■ decides to increase its

x,r,„bjz8 UY^r President wants to stay
anrcUEW^Tmong^o^r Afte^iJomhs of speculation PhiToTo^hy^tudent whols^he' his Goldj:n “s GSA members to opt omof

groups. - only two candidates have Phy t u ™ the his third term as Fine Arts the students’ council (CYSF).
R,n Moore, Conlin’s emerged in the CYSF Co lege Colei’fa Snce *5? al,0k - ■

opponent, is determined to Presidential race-and one of don oart time ’emnwî r The followng candidates referendum because 
tQ „ fight the election on that them is incumbent, Maurizio the York ÏLlc Î r u 7 compete in the genera cooperation between the two
$9.294 still owing to the CFS- issue. “The primary issue in Bevilacqua. r/nrl/n^I d F r election on the 5th and 6th of bodies has been minimal. “We
0 may b, paid hslore Che e„d the upcoming’ CSaZ,ions" BevZua. a 22.y,„.„ld ^ "to ,ri=d
of April rather than on June 1. ’ reads one of Moore’s Political Science major, says Beverage Service Committee

arly in March, CYSF learned posters, seems to have he wants to serve another and helped write the Weston
that its total operating grant centred on the desired state of term “because I have the ex- investigated York's FnnH

Tuld bc about GSA/CUEW relations.” perience and the ability to Services this vear d
$27,000 higher than the The poster also says that a bring about changes and rep- y
figure upon which they had merger between the two resent the needs and concerns
krve budget' Previ°usly, bodies “can have potentially of the students.” Bevilacqua

the CYSF was looking at a divisive consequences with claims his year gave him the
défient of about $20,000. respect to that portion of the opportunity to “really learn
Now, the CYSF is looking at a GSA membership which is a the ropes of the government,
surplus of about $7.000. Finn more moderate and perhaps And considering the political
said they were considering anti-union character." climate I faced, I think I did
giving more funding to some When contacted by good job.”

Excalibur, Moore repeated the His only opponent is Chris

their According to Conlin. hissee
not

chapter of the Canadian 
Union of Educational 

not been Employees (CUEW). Conlin 
discovered, CYSF’s fees for and his running mates, Enzo 
this year would have been 
assesed at about $32,000 to 
$33,000, which, on top of the 
fees already paid and the 
$10,000 payable June 1, 
would have left the CYSF 
owing $7,000 to $8,000.

Finn says that the final

General elections in early April

supports a
past

mount a joint 
fundraising talent show with 
CYSF,” stated Moore, “but 

Director. External Affairs negotiations with their
Paul Isenberg. Marcello rePresentative. Mark Pearl-

CYSF released notice of DiFran«sco lot^of ho^ak” ^ 3

official candidacy yesM'day a, Board of Governors: Claudio 0th" «mps.gn «sue, 

ZC*™ U* M-m Zarnett

rector of Internal Affairs is Senate. Faculty of Arts: Bipin Pub: Conlin is for changing it
Jenny Burnaka Lana Flomen Lakhani, Sean Ford, Chris Moore wants to keep it the
replaces Judith Santos as Kozachenko, Danny Simile, same), but the subject of
Director of Women’s Affairs. David Spiro. John Walters. Conlin’s union involvement
Stuart Cork is the Faculty of Belinda Levine. MakhailBron- persists. “The President and

-Science Senate Representative shetyn. Christopher Costello.

President: Maurizio Bevilac- 
aysm Chris Summerhayes

a
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production of the rock-and roll 
spectacular Grease. So slick back 
those duck-tails and

LUNCHEON SPEAKER SERIES

PALESTINIAN BENEFIT The LaMarsh Research Programme 
on Violence and Conflict Resolution 

The International Support Network 1S Presenting a Luncheon Speaker 
is organizing a benefit/social eve- Series on 
ning on Saturday, March 26,8 p.m.,

n r j w u -ic i- at 710 Bathurst St. (Metropolitan
On Friday March 25, Frances Henry, Community Church). Sponsored by
Professor of Anthropology at York the Committee of Concerned Can-
University will speak on Race adian Jews and co-sponsored by
Relations in Canada. This will take various Palestinian and Lebanese
place at 1:00 p.m. Room 204, solidarity groups. Tickets $5, $3
Glendon College. Admission is free students and unemployed: available
and all are welcome. at the door.

put on your 
jiving shoes,’cause it will be Greased 
Lightning!!!!!!

•fi-J Tuesdays throughout 
March and April, from Noon until 
1:30 p.m. in The Gallery, Room 320 
Bethune College.

RACE RELATIONS IN CANADA

\m LUCILLE HERBERT MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIPDYING MAKING A LIVII •

A Right to Live”, a film about the
high incidence of accidents in the YORK TALENT COMPETITION 
workplace in Canada. One out of In support of the York University
every five workers will be injured in Student Fund the Grad Lounge
industrialized provinces like Ontario presents: “A York Talent
this year. A speaker from the Union Competition” to be held at the Grad
of Injured Workers will be leading a Lounge on the 7th floor Ross
discussion after the film. Sponsored Building. Enter now for the
by the Social Justice Film Series of preliminary rounds which will be 
the Student Christian Movement held on March 28 and 29 with the
and Osgoode Law Union. Showing finals to take place March 30. Time
today, Thurs. Mar. 24, 4:00, Room is 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. (L.L.B.O.) “All 
107 Osgoode Hall. proceeds go to the York University

Student Fund.” Cover is only $1.00 
for a night of great entertainment 
and fun.

The Lucille Herbert Memorial 
Scholarship (Department of 
English) exists to assist any good 
undergraduate in English (Faculty of

ANNUAL CUITIIRAI eunvu ^rts) who proposes to travel to
NNUAL CULTURAL SHOW Europe, especially to France, and

Presented by York s Caribbean OXFAM BENEFIT who has completed at least four
Students Association. Metropoli- courses in English. One award per
tan Blues is the theme and it Nancy White will share in words and year, value $750.00. For
features a collage of Caribbean music her recent OXFAM sponsored information or applications write to
music poetry, drama, dance and trip to Central America. Bobbins Professor D.R. Ewen, Chairman,
most of all its people. To be held on Restaurant will host a benefit for Department of English at York
Thursday March 31, 1983in Burton OXFAM-Canada on Sunday March University. Closing date for
Auditorium beginning at 8 p.m. 27 from 6-11 p.m., including a Latin applications is April 8, 1983. The
rl^P- Tickets: $4.00 (advance) and American buffet style dinner, Department Committee reserves the
$5.00 (at door); $3.00 (faithful performances by Nancy White, right not to make an award in a given
members). Ticket includes slides, displays and crafts. Tickets year,
admission to the dance afterward, for the evening are $20.00 and are
and can be bought in Central Square available from OXFAM-Canada
during March 14-31 inclusive. Food (961-3935) or Bobbins (923-7811)
on sale! So come bring in the sun or at the door, payable by cash or
with the people who know how. “See Chargex. Tax receipts available. No
yuh dey!” reserved seats.

CARIBBEAN DAY AT YORK
The Caribbean Students Association 
invites the York community to join 
us for lunch and other festivities to 
be held in the Graduate Lounge (7th 
floor Ross) on March 29, 1983 
between 12-6 p.m. Menu includes 
rice and peas§Roti§souse etc. 
Reasonably priced.

SOCK-HOP

OUR TOWN WORKS! Records 
lost in Central Square 
returned. Thank you.

Mac Pub will be sponsoring a 50’s 
Sock-Hop on Friday March 25th in 
Mac Hall to celebrate York 
Independent Theatre Productions’

were

*
FOUNDERS' RING AWARDS * *

The student body is invited to 
submit nominations for the 
Founders College Ring Awards and 
the Alice Turner Award to Mrs. Pearl 
Ginsler, 221 Founders college. The 
criteria for the above awards are: the 
recipients should be in either their 
3rd or 4th year and eligible to 
graduate, and should not have 
the award before. The awards are 
mad to persons who have made 
outstanding contributions to the 
extracurricular life at Founders 
College during this term. Please 
submit your nominations between 
March 14 and March 30.

» *
* *

»
»

When you want great taste, spell it out
»
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HOMELESS *
*

A benefit social with music and 
speakers will be held on Saturday 
March 26 at 8 p.m. at the 
Metropolitan Community Church 
(730 Bathurst St.) This is organized 
by the International Support 
Network. All proceeds 
Palestinian and Lebanese 
victims. Sponsored by the 
Committee of Concerned Canadian 
Jews. Admission is /5.00 or /3.00 
for students and unemployed.

»
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FOUNDERS' RING AWARDS
The student body is invited to 
submit nominations for the 
Founders College Ring Awards and 
the Alice Turner Award to Mrs. Pearl 
Ginsler, 221 Founders College. The 
criteria for the above awards are: the 
recipients should be in either their 
3rd or 4th year and eligible to 
graduate, and should not have 
the award before. The awards are 
made to persons who have made 
outstanding contributions to the 
extra-curricular life at Founders 
College during this term. Please 
submit your nominations between 
March 14 and March 30th.
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*Pollution

Pollution is everywhere,
It’s in the water, it’s in tie air.
Soon pollution
Will kill everyone
And after that the world b
DONE
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LaMarsh Research Programme on Violence and Cnnflint Rasnlnrinn

Discussion explores the violent imagery in ads
ti?VID discussion. ity in advertising” where more sexually confused” culture,
iney discussed everything Posner believes that in the and more frequently sex and 
from sexual stereotyping to last few years advertising has violence are combined and 
sado-masochism at Professor moved from the familiar sort sado-masochism, often in a 
Judith Posner s presentation, of sexual stereotyping, or the 

Violent Imagery in Adver
tising” on Tuesday at York.
The LaMarsh Research Pro
gramme on Violence and 
Conflict Resolution spon
sored the slide show and

^r'rrnt! r™ rpaper bagisnow^at Mac's t0k"°^Ce the pro" graphics. “It isn't violent, it's
Mdk” ch k C. Ma?.S duct and not blindly walk past just Punk (or Art-Deco

. d„m,uc=h,hnag,TJhv,l„: ,hoEe,,odrt8£rnd::y

m not suggesting it s a consider to be acceptable." responsibility for this sort of
h“ <" » ‘*"**>6 and e„p,„y

rather this new sort of adver
tising reflects a “repressed.

subtle form, begins to appear 
‘Mop’n’Glo’ syndrome, into a in advertising art. 
more dangerous and insidious 
phase. This relatively recent 
phenomenon, which began in 
the mid 70’s, is characterized 
by “the exploitation of sexual-

questions why they felt obli
gated to choose that parti
cular format to get their 
message across to begin with.

The slide show highlighted 
a number of graphic examples 
of dismemberment 
employing both male and 
female mannequins as vic
tims, store windows featuring 
sado-masochistic rites, bon
dage scenes, and models 
symbolically committing sui
cide using hair dryers or 
“blow guns” as weapons.

According to the speakers, 
the public can force 'adver
tisers to clean up their 

. collective act and put forth 
less offensive promotional 
material. Complaints should 
be directed to the Canadian 
Advertising Advisory Board 
and/or to the advertiser or ad 
agency themselves. “Hit them 
where it hurts,” Posner 
believes, and in the 
future this dangerous sort of 
“bad advertising" will be 
recognized for what it really 
is.

var-

scenesMore from the Substance and Symbolism Conference-

Forum examines university's role
DAVID SPIRO all” and to realize that part of the university’s

he role of the university and ‘knowledge of different kinds mission is to force people toh 
us function within the is acquired in different “understand that knowledge
community were the focal places.” She lamented the fact is not just something you
p mts of last Wednesday s that “students don’t know carry around in your head"
discussion group, part of the how to tie in what they’ve and to “encourage people to
Substance and Symbolism learned with what’s out think, reflect and integrate
symposium held here between there once the are thrust into what they are doing” - in

PmfilnrK» Ik f the real world after Professor Colby’s words, to
the Litfgutaics "Department educate "the whole person."

began the session by — - _

sss^eK New Canadian druu
university should be to 5J
“disorient students to their moil Alim 
own society. ” He suggested 111 CI V CUFC nCFOGS
that the curriculum should * ■
include matters “other than HUGH WESTRUP completely without harming
questions of control and (Canadian Science News) the patient,
hierarchical structures.” A new Canadian drug therapy. Dr. Gupta advocates the 
Instead, “one of the things the still being tested, may be used drug therapy for treating
university could be best at is to treat herpes simplex several strains of the virus
to teach imagination.” He infections, including genital including genital herpes and
concluded by stating that herpes-now the commonest keratitis, a herpes infection

We don't have freedom un- venereal disease. that can lead to blindness
less we can think in many The new treatment. Genital herpes recently
different ways." developed by Dr. Sagar Gupta, dubbed “the new scarlet

Commenting on the cur- ?, pharmacologist at the letter", not only is the
rent discussions about the l LSaskatchewan, widespread venereal disease,
possible consequences of the t,he herPes Vlrus in but is also thought to lead to

infected laboratory animals. cervical cancer in
Rarely have doctors defeated women,
the virus once it infects an The virus survives so well 

we can tremendously or®anis™- , because it invades the nervous
overdo the sense of change Ur- Gupta s treatment is system and lives there 
and turbulence” surrounding the flrst t0 employ a permanently like a hibernat- 
the advent of a high technol- co'nb,nati°n of drugs, ing beast. Periodically, the
ogy society. The age-old prob- 1"clud'ng °ne-called MMUdR, virus may break out and infect
lems will undoubtedly persist he develoPed himself. the body with sores and
-most notably the fact that ^revious attempts to treat blisters. These periodic
“knowledge is immensely ^erpCS ,ve 3,1 been single- outbreaks of “secondary
difficult and time-consuming ~ru8 applications, which Dr. infections” can happen as
to acquire. The micro-comp- ,,pta saYS bave yielded often as every two weeks or as
uter is not going to change ra, „ r disappointing rarely as every couple of years,
that very much." results . Dr. Gupta infected his test

The role of the university ’Tnsingle dru6 may wipe animals with massive doses of 
within the community was °ut. pfr cent °f the virus herpes three hours before
dealt with by Professor Paul partlcles but il won’t destroy giving them the drugs. The
Antze of Social Science. In his the °ther 10 per cent that are treatment prevented the

somehow resistant to the animals from developing
drug, he says. herpes symptoms; it also

Dr. Gupta’s combination of killed the virus before it
drugs appears powerful infested their
enough to knock out the virus systems.

near

I
I

most

technological age. Profes
sor George Fallis of Urban 
Studies and Economics felt 
that “

new some

r: 1
Women often portrayed in submissive and violent roles.

EXCALIBUR’S
REFERENDUM

Most students at York think 
Excalibur is funded by the 
university.

opinion, the university must 
perform a dual role. On 
hand, it “serves the needs of 
society” the providing trained 
experts and professionals who 
fill vocational needs. In this 
sense any post-secondary in
stitution may be viewed as “a 
handmaiden of industry.”

However it “might make 
sense,” according to 

Antze, to use the institution 
“to probe underneath the 
surface of things and to raise 
problems.” Universities 
not forget their role as “places 
for teaching people how to 
think.”

one

nervous

Beer and cigs boycott
The York University Graduate Students’ Association has 
decided to join the international boycott of Carling-O’Keefe
South Africa"Pr°dUCtS in pr°teSt of the apa«beid regime in

A group of concerned graduate students approached the 
pub s management board on February 25th suggesting that 
such a-move would demonstrate solidarity with the people 
struggling against racism. v

The Grad Lounge, located on the seventh floor of the Ross 
Building agreed and will no longer sell Carlsberg, Old 
V|enna 0 Keefe or Toby beer or Rothman, Craven ’A’ or 
Dunhill cigarettes.

A bulletin describing the reasons for the boycott has been
CdIXS S.u*Ge,o™pd„e-n“' A“0C“°" by,h,VOrk

Sr;djSP‘inary Study Group on Development and 
Underdevelopment and is currently being circulated on the 
campus.

For more information call Dave Moore (667-6270), Scott 
Sinclair (667-2527) or Dan Shea (667-2527).

WE’RE NOT.more

must
Some college and campus organizations do contribute 
to Excalibur, and we greatly appreciate their efforts 
to keep us going.Professor Janice Newson of 

| the Sociology Department 
provided perhaps the 
radical critique of the present 
direction of university 
education. She worries that 
educators too often forget 
that “we do have a vision” 
with a vital part of that vision 
is “our mission to be 
subversive. In this context, 
being subversive would 
include re-evaluating the role 
of the professor and closely 
examining how knowledge is 
applied within’ die institution 
itself. This sort of subversion 
would force educators to 
admit that “we don’t know it

Unfortunately, the amount of grant money that 
Excalibur receives has diminished every year. Today 
receive a great deal less than we did even six years ago.

Excalibur s major financial support is from advertising. 
Often, we have to cut articles and limit the number of 
pages due to lack of revenue.

most

we

Our referendum asks you to contribute only $1.00 
towards Excalibur, your communityMac finally elects Prez

pîes'idintï"' Jhne,KCt,0n <?cured March 14th. The new 
President is Randy Dobson, a former CYSF

newspaper.

Please support us in the continu referendum.
Andplease vote.representative.

March 24, 1983 Excilihur 3
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Eighteen Century Day
THE COUNSELLING AND 
DEVELOPMENT CENTREYork celebrates the 1790's with zest offers

Personal Counselling 
Group Counselling 

Learning Skills 
Sell-Management Programs 

Relaxation Training 
Consultation

Room 145 Behavioural Sciences 
Building. 667-2304 

also
Career Centre

N105 Ross 667-2518 
Centre for handicapped Students 

135 Behavioural Sciences Bldg. 
667-3312

DAVID GROVES
Members of the York community 
celebrated the 1790’s with An 
Eighteenth-Century Day at Atkin
son College on Saturday. The 
conference was jointly sponsored by

the Humanities Department, Atkin
son College, and the newly-founded 
York Society for lSch-Century 
Studies.

Ninety-two students, alumni, 
secretaries, and members of the

faculty gathered in the Fellows’ 
Lounge to celebrate what Professor 
Ann Shteir called “a decade of heady 
fermentation”. The 1790’s in 
Europe, she said, saw the establish
ment of public education and 
divorce, the French Revolution and 
English conservatism, as well as the 
spread of new intellectual forces like 
botany, natural history, romantic 
poetry, and women’s literature.

In the 1790’s, a new generation 
rejected many established attitudes 
about politics, literature, sexuality 
and society. As William Words
worth wrote.

Bliss was it in that dawn
to be alive.

But to be young was very heaven.

The Eighteenth-Century Day also 
featured an imaginary debate be
tween Edmund Burke and the 
Marquis de Condorcet, starring 
Atkinson professors George Hopton 
and John Harney. Both were dressed 
in authentic costumes of the period. 
As the conservative Edmund Burke, 
Harney pleaded eloquently for an 
organic, co-operative society, white 
Hopton, as the more radical and 
rationalistic Condorcet, spoke of the 
potential for individual perfection 
and the need for fewer social 
restraints. The debate was enlivened 
by polite insults and courteous 
aggression on both sides. Both Burke 
and Condorcet blamed modern-day 
evils like pollution/ the holocaust, 
and Hiroshima, on the philosophy of 
their opponent.

The highlight of the day was a 
discussion of royalty in the 1790’s

by Professor Brian Hepworth. 
George the Fourth and his Queen 
Caroline were “two of the more 
grotesque characters of the age,” 
according to the speaker, who then 
described the comical wedding of 
this obese English king and his 
drunken, lecherous, German wife.

The talk was accompanied by 
several caricatures of the royal 
couple. One ominous cartoon 
showed King George squinting 
obtusely at a portrait of Oliver 
Cromwell while his candle expired.

Readings from The Mysteries of 
Udolpho and other 1790’s Gothic 
horror novels were given by Profes
sor Norma Rowen, followed by a 
discussion of Mozart’s last operas by 
Peter Sandor, a graduate of York’s 
M.B.A. program. The 1790’s en
couraged writers and composers to 
depict extreme situations, far-away 
places, and lurid passions. Peter 
Sandor noted this connection 
between continental operas and 
English novels of the period.

Participants in the Eighteenth- 
Century Day also enjoyed a lavish 
dinner followed by an illustrated talk 
on William Blake by Glendon 
Professor Janet Warner. Professor 
Warner stressed Blake’s discovery of 
the human body and its revolution
ary importance for the 1790’s.

In the evening a delightful 
performance of arias from Mozart 
was given by Hildreth and Hollis 
Rhinehart, Joan Wick Pelletier, and 
Michael Herren. The celebration 
concluded with a spritely discussion 
of English country dances by 
graduate student Jenny Rieger.

New Mac Prez protests 
funding cut: they lose dons
BARB TAYLOR
“The student always gets hit, we car
ry the burden especially in poor 
economic times,” said Randy Dob
son, President of MacLaugblin Col
lege Council, in response to in
creases in residence and meal plan 
fees announced last week and the 
federal government’s plans to limit 
educational transfers to the “6 and 
5” expenditure control guidelines.

Last week federal Finance Min
ister Marc Lalonde announced cuts 
to the transfer payments which will 
mean a reduction of $40 million for 
Ontario. Richard Baldnis of the 
Ontario Federation of Students 
(O.F.S.) pointed out that this a- 
mount is in addition to $320 million 
cut last year from federal revenue 
guarantee transfers.

The Board of Governors passed 
residence fee increases of 12.3 
percent and meal plan increases of 
10.5 percent, for 1983-84. “These 
increases are similar to incidental 
increases occuring across the prov
ince above the ‘6 and 5’ guide
lines,” said Helena Mitchell, Chair

person of the Canadian Federation 
of Students/O.F.S.

“My fees are increasing and I’m 
not seeing anything but cutbacks,” 
said Dobson. Reductions in admin
istration funding of student security 
last year, and the elimination of 
donships at MacLaughlin for next 
year are two examples Dobson cited. 
“Councils and students are being 
requested to fund things which 
should come from administration,” 
said Dobson.

“The Ontario government and 
the universities should take a posi
tion to persuade the (the federal 
government) of the folly of their 
ways,” said Macdonald.

Macdonald said the universities 
will continue to lobby the federal 
government for more funds. “CFS 
will be meeting with Serge Joyal, 
Secretary of State and will lobby for 
an increase in the percentage of 
funds available," said Mitchell. 
CYSF President Morris Bevilacqua 
said he intends to raise the issue at 
the next CYSF meeting.
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to assit member councils in their fights for students - are not often on 
campus. Only when referenda or other questions as to the benefits of 
membership in OFS are raised, do these staff people become easily 
available. Also, in both CFS and OFS, situations have arisen where the 
central committee or executive of these lobby groups have ignored 
specific mandates from their membership. These are not isolated, petty 
incidents, but are important indicators of how the organizations have 
been run for at least the last three years. One must also look closely at the 
arguments and results of referenda at other universities and colleges. 
How pervasive is the feeling that OFS and CFS are not putting students’ 
money to work? What effects will “no" votes have on the finances of OFS 
and CFS - will they be able to continue to operate?

These are all questions that must be asked of both “yes” and “no"
r- „ z- i . . . i rucrn . , supporters. Students are voting on much more than a simple three or four

reg Uaudet, last year S CYSF President, comments on dollars. The result of the referendum will not only effect the operations of
the upcoming General Elections and Referendum... CYSF, it will also have a considerable influence on the future of the

student movement in Canada and Ontario.

t .V»

FAIR COMMENT*

' Each course consists of 20 hours of instruction 
for only $140.

‘ Courses are tax deductible 
' Extensive home study materials 
‘ Y°ur course may be repeated at no additional 

charge

Classes for the June 20 
LSAT, June 3-5 and for the 
June 18 GMAT, June 10-

/

12.
To register call or write: 
GMAT§LSAT 
Preparation Courses 
P.O. Box 597, Station A 
Toronto, Ont. M5W 1G7 
(416) 665-3377

Voting will be difficult On April 5th and 6th, the Council of the York Student Federation (CYSF), 
York’s central student government, will hold its annual general elections. 
At that time, CYSF will also ask students if they support giving $ 1.00 of 

As most students know, CYSF is holding referenda on its membership in their tuition fee to Excalibur. 
the Ontario Federation of Students (OFS) and the Canadian Federation of 
Students (CFS), the provincial and national student organizations.
Presently, $3.00 from each student’s academic fee is allocated to OFS,
$1.00 to CFS. Although this might seem to be a small amount of money, 
it adds up to some $35,000.00. Because this sum is considerably, the 
issues at hand are curcial and less lucid than supporters of both sides of 
the question might have voters believe.

If students vote “no”, CYSF will no longér contribute the money set 
aside for OFS and CFS. This of course, will involve paying the it.
membership fees. Excalibur is such a student activity. However, the paper’s share of this

Supporters of the “yes” side argue that students need national and year’s money was roughly $6,700, or 0.84 per cent of the total. In fact
provincial lobby groups to make their case and voice their concerns to the Excalibur’s share of the total has dropped from seven per cent over the
respective governments. While this is true, one can seriously question past six years. This despite the fact that production costs have
whether or not the present organizations are in fact able to do this. skyrocketed in the same period and the fact that Excalibur is the only
Students at U of T recently voted “no” and one critical report on OFS in student-operated medium which is accessible to all York students.

The Mike suggested that OFS was so closely aligned with labour groups How then is Excalibur funded? Most students believe it is by their 
that the needs of students were at times overlooked. student fees but this has already be shown to be, for all intents and

The "no” side however, has no immediate solution to the problems proposes, untrue. In order to remain a newspaper of its high calibre,
CYSF might have in trying to represent students at the provincial and Excalibur has had to rely on revenue from advertising - not a stable
federal levels. Certainly one could argue that alone, CYSF could attempt industry at the best of times. When ads are low in numbers, the paper
to do this. Practically though, it is unlikely to occur. Constant contact must be low in pages in order to maintain at least a break-even level of
would have to be maintained with both Ottawa and Queen’s Park. CYSF production cost. With a mere $1.00 increase in your academic fee,
does not have the manpower resources to do this. Excalibur will attain a certain amount of financial stability. That part of

It has also been argued though, that the $35,000.00 CYSF will save if the paper’s revenue, at least, will be predictable and certain. These 
the referenda fail, could be put to use directly for York students, perhaps elements are vital to any business operation.
in attempts to lobby governments, perhaps to provide better student But perhaps the most important effect of direct student contributions 
services. But there are a number of problems with this, not the least of to Excalibur would be the protection the extra funds would give the
which is the fact that some CYSF governments have been notoriously newspaper against the whims and desired of student governments. As any
mismanaged and/or financially corrupt.If CYSF’s present administration political science student knows, independent media play a vital role in
is re-elected, a big question lingers as to where the $35,000.00 will go. ensuring government integrity. Excalibur's current precarious situation
Also, CYSF has been, for the past three years, lagging behind in its leaves the newspaper at the mercy of student governments that could—if
payments to the provincial and national lobby groups. Consequently, the they were offended by Excalibur's stand on an issue--withhold funds,
money “saved” would not necessarily represent an immediate windfall. It is extremely important, therefore, that York students consider the 

Windfall or not, some legitimate concerns are raised by the “no” issues surrounding the referendum question. The York community needs 
supporters. Experience indicates that OFSA fieldworkers - whose job it is Excalibur. and Excalibur needs you.

GREG GAUDET

To see the full implications of this seemingly straightforward question, 
one must understand how student activities are funded at York. Each year 
the university “grants” student governments a set amount of money 
deducted from your academic (tuition) fee. The amount presently 
allocated is $46.00; $27.50 of this goes to your college and $18.50 to 
CYSF. The total amount granted to all student governments at York this 
past year was approxiamately $800,000.00 It is the responsibility of the 
councils to distribute this money to those student activities which request
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CYSF AND CANADIAN WOMAN STUDIES/ 
LES CAHIERS DE LA FEMME

LITERARY CONTEST

CYSF--CFS
■ continued from pege 1
M campus groups, who, because
■ of the projected deficit,
I given less funds than they
■ otherwise might have been.
■ But, he said, that in any case, 
I the CYSF would break 
* this year.
B CYSF has been late paying 
I its fees to the CFS-0 this year. 
I In February, the CFS-0 said 
I they would charge interest 
I the late fees at a rate of 24 per 
I cent per annum compounded 
I monthly. Turner, CFS-O’s 
I Business Manager, said that 
I the CYSF’s irresponsibility 
I would cost York students 
I thousands of dollars. Turner 
I could not be reached for 
I comment, but based on the 
I information supplied by Finn,
I it is evident that any interest 
I charged will amount to much 
I less than thousands of dollars.
I Finn said the CYSF was not 
I being irresponsible in paying 

its fees late. He claimed that, 
“Actually, our delay / 
procrastination saved us 
because we would have 
because we would have 
(unknowingly) overpaid them, 
and that would have been 
more irresponsible because 
it’s more difficult to get 
money back once you’ve 
paid.”

Finn said that the issue of 
interest charges had been 
superceded by the referendum 
issue. “I now get the messages 
from Jan Turner saying 
‘Phone me; it’s not about 
money.’”

were

even

1st Prize: Rose Brass, “It’s Your Turn Now”
2nd Prize Tied: Ruth Graner, “Candace”

Suzanne Collins, “What is Left” 
Honourable Mention: Valerie Alia, “Would a Rose

By Any Other Name Smell At All?” 
The prize-winning entries will be printed in an upcoming issue of 
Canadian Woman Studies/Les Cahiers de la femme.
Manuscripts may be picked up at the CYSF Office, Room 105 
Central Square, Monday to Friday, 9:00

on

a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Elections ......................... T.. nil,

HIRE YOURSELF 
THIS SUMMER

continued from page 1

executive of the GSA set the 
agenda for council meetings,” 
Moore told Excalibur, “and a 
union executive could set a 
pro-union tone for council by 
recognizing or not recogni
zing certain speakers and 
issues."

Moore claims that the most 
objectionable element of his 
own campaign, from a CUEW 
perspective, is his suggestion 
that “the right of individual 
choice vis a vis respecting or 
not respecting picket lines.” 
Moore feels that if a pro-union 
executive were elected it 
would attempt to bind GSA 
members to respecting 
strikers’ picket lines, whether 
they wanted to or not.

Conlin denies the allega
tion. “I would be in no 
position to close down the 
GSA or beat on those who 
cross picket lines. Besides, the 
question of a strike since Act 
179 is a hypothetical one.” 
(Act 179 is the Ontario 
Government’s wage restraint 
program holding civil servants 
- including TA’s to salary 
increases of 9 per cent this 
year and 5 percent next year.), 
“How can there be a strike 
when there is no one in a 
position to do anything about 
it?”
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......... 15 OR OVER. AND WANT TO START YOUR OWN
„ , SUMMER BUSINESS, YOU MAY QUALIFY FORAN"

INTEREST-FREE LOAN UP TO $2,000 IN THESfmENT
* ■ I v I ■ . .

VENTURE CAPITAL PROGRAMrCETA^^
6Kei#6Kc8atiSBIW

AT YOUR HIGH SCHOOL. COI .1 F.GF. OR UNIVERSITY 
PLACEMENT CENTRE OR WRITE TO THE

____ ONTARIO YOUTH SECRETARIAL 7TOBWgTRRFr~
2ND FLOOR, TORONTO M5G 1Z6----- -----The GSA elections will be 

held this Friday. March 25, in 
N922 Ross, from 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Secretariat for 

Social Development JSSg, In co-operation with the Royal Bank 
and the Ontario Chamber of Commerce

Ontario

KEN R. McKEOWN
Chartered Accountant

Financial Proposals & Advice 
Estates - Auditing - Income Tax 

Budgeting Assistance-Accounting

325 Richmond Street 
Richmond Hill, Ontario

884-9697
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Director previews latest flick at Ynrlc

Natassia Kinski Exposed in flashy thriller
i j .. bounded down to the podium at the

Metro Goldwyn Mayer/United front of the hall to answer questions
uT, w '"Z 3t ,Curtis from an audience that had occasion- 

Lecture Hall L Monday night and ally giggled but offered respect in the 
brought a print of Natassia Kinski's presence of a director and writer 
next him, Exposed, along with the whose previous work has been called 
‘‘"I Yr°ducer/wnter/director classic. Toback wrote the 1974 Karel 

James Toback. who fielded questions Reisz film The Gambler 
from the audience after the 
ing.

‘You have lights 
like those ones ”

single-mindedness, perseverence 
and insanity.” At the very least, says 
Toback, this movie is going to get a 
chance. If you make something 
different like Exposed, you have to 
be demonic to get it distributed 
right.”

most recent roles was in Bertrand 
Tavernier's Death Watch).

After the question/answer period, m
Toback talked about his future. He ;S
will finish the publicity chores for 
Exposed, but says his next film ’#
project will be called The Pick-Up ffi
Artist. He describes it as a wild *
sexual comedy over which he j§
predicts a long battle for control. *

rDOWNUNDER .
TRAVEL CUTS has the best prices 

available to Australia and S
New Zealand ü

Auckland from $420 J
Sydney from $420 at

Melbourne from $510 *1

o„eof,i,em„jtinter,s,ingthi„gs I :SKSïssss: I
aDOUt Exposed are the Street I • Departures from Los Angeles ®
characters who pop up throughout 5 * ,^AVEL cuts for special fares g

tï M™:froma PariS bum Searchin6 I Call toll free 1-800-268-9044 Itor Napolean to two con artists who ■  -----------------------------------:—
rob Kinski during her first evening in I Going TRAVEL I

Toback says a lack of artistic ^ew York. Toback says he wrote B «OUIW5y! CUIS
control almost prevented him from them into the film as a response to ■ The travel company of CFS jÿj
casting Harvey Keitel as the terrorist the personality of his lead, Nastassia 8 TR^VFt fUTSTORONTO ■
leader. MGM/UA was hesitant to Kinski, because he felt her personal- ■ 416 979-2406St ®
use the intense actor. Toback says j^Y tends to stimulate strange 8g
Keitel has only made two American behaviour.
fÜms in recent years. Aside from And what was it like working with 
Exposed, the other was The Border, the sultry actress?

“f rPE °"lv "She was « close to borderline

isstîîsî,"*^ ~ ,=°,„,eoi

to the European industry (one of his - feeling it all.”

He wrote 
and directed Fingers, a 1978 film 
that starred Keitel, which 
critics called one of the best films 
ever made.

Toback demonstrated his protec
tiveness over the film by complain
ing about the quality of the print. “If 
the other release prints don’t look 
better than this I m going to be very 
worried.”

screen-

someExposed, which will open at the 
Uptown 1 in late April, also features
Rudolf Nureyev and Harvey Keitel. Stout, bearded and energetic. 
The film is a flashy thriller that Toback responded to audience 
teeters between style and silliness. questions with a predictable defen- 
Kinski plays a restless Wisconsin siveness, offset by a surprising
university student who goes to New amount of concession. 8
York in pursuit of a career as a 
pianist. A chance encounter with a 
fashion photographer leads 
career as a high-priced model. Her 
picture, on every magazine cover 
from Vogue to Paris Match, attracts 
quirky concert violinist Daniel 
Jelline (Rudolph Nureyev) and Rivas 
(Harvey Keitel), a terrorist bent on 
destroying Western society. Kinski 
is soon manipulated by Daniel into 
the role of 
Rivas.

Intense terrorist leader

His most astounding confession 
was agreement with members of the 
audience who suggested there were 
flaws in the storyline. “I think the 
narrative has holes. It is not skillfully 
done and not forced enough in the 
right places. It makes the viewer ask 
questions.” Toback is no fool, 
however, and wasn’t about to 
dismiss his effort in a burst of self- 

. . ... criticism. He says he thinks mainly
pawn in a plan to kill in terms of characters, sometimes at 

the expense of narrative consistency.
He asks audiences to go with the 
film s characters. He estimates that 
25 per cent who have seen previous 
screenings love the film, 25 per cent 

Exposed is clever filmmaking that hated it, and 50 per cent remained 
makes effective use of the exotic uncertain.
personalities of its leads. In her role ------------- :------------------------------------
as Elizabeth, Kinski is miscast 
(Toback later admits that his second
choice for the role would have been Someone asked why Toback 
Debra Winger), but compelling decided to set the film against the 
especially when the film shifts from subculture of European terrorism

»"«henr) ,. xthe,°^th'cFs-0image-making, artsy world of being a narrative device to oush his The Council of the York Student , ltl()nal $1.00 fee to the CFS-0 %ÊÈ mm Hi Mi MBIMMlflB Hi
modelling. She and Nureyev click characters into dangerous situations (CYSF) has decided to does not exist, says Mitchell. J SWAP *
together like odd-shaped, but Toback says he was fascinated after h°ldreferenda on the questions: Y«rl< students do pay an addition- 8 Make Your Holiday Wtoikl 8
interesting, pieces of sculpture. reading about an elusive terrorist whether students wish to continue al 5100 for membership in the ■ Cut travel costs and gain valu- «
Though given lines that could known, in Europe, as Carlos. He was contributing $3.00 each to the national component of the student
charitably be described as cryptic, also interested in setting a film in Ontario Federation of Students organization. The national compon-
Harvey Keitel is chilling as the Paris-which has been called one of °F ■ ’ and whether they wish to ®nt comprises the National Union of 8 
smouldering terrorist leader. the terrorism capitals of Europe continue contributing $1.00 each to Students (NUS) and the Canadian

The weakness of Exposed is its Toback’s previous films have been 1 n Canadian Federation of Students Federation of Students (CFS).
lack of strong, clear storyline. As it critically acclaimed but have never ^?cn^rioL (CFS-O). According to Like the provincial components,
stands Toback’s style-preoccupied connected with the American public r" S"° Chairperson Helena Mitchell che distinction between NUS and
story leaves the audience conscious- at the box office He blames this on C ^ J is a Pr°blem with the wording CFS appears to be more technical
y bucking the narrative flow. His Hollywood. “It’s almost impossible ° Second <luestion- than actuaL Bipkin Lakhani. CYSF’s

lines are poetic, but don’t ring true to get a lot of money to make a movie ^ be Pr°b*em *s that although Social and Cultural Affairs Drector
and his plotting inspires numbness about serious themes and charar- there is an organizational distinction says that the $1.00 fee is pai to the
with the vaguely Shakespearean ters.” He has had more control over between OFS and CFS-O, the two CFS through NUS.
conclusion. Exposed, during production and in bodies form a single corporate At a recent CYSF meeting, Mark

After the screening, Toback distribution, something he credits to c^ty, and York students pay a total Pearlman, CYSF Academic Affairs
_____________________ °f three dollars for membership in Director, moved a single referendum

question asking students whether 
they wished to continue paying 8B 
$3.00 each to the OFS and $1.00 
each to the CFS. Pearlman’s 
ion was amended, becoming 
questions and was re-worded with

T, . storage), working brakes and take a European models. “CFS-O” substituted for “CFS." 8
^eLn hr°n0fS0mepJe0plet0be test drive. Let the bike limber up for The tools and supplies you II need M,tchel1 says the second question 

o-wheeled as opposed to four- a couple of miles and thenjisten for will obviously vary with how should actually ask whether stu-
wneeled is an aberration that is, knocks and squeaks, and see how the involved you want to get For a dents want to continue paying $ 1 00 m
apparently, spreading. If last year’s machine feels; how does it corner?; simple tune-up and adjustment, a set t0 NUS- 8 ,*579 8
c , per CCnt ‘ncrease m motorcycle do the brakes seem spongy?; how are of sockets, one large and one small Lakhani said there was a great deal B no*
ales is any ind^ation’th^ hell-bent- shocks or clutch, and is the adjustable wrench, spark plug of confusion among Council mem- 8 P®n”e^r"
or-leâther-ness is becoming acceleration sluggish? A short drive wrench, needlenose and large pliers* bers about how much money is paid 8 from*749

attractions ahniV km, areu man,y 'an;e'youeverythlngifyoujustpay large star screwdriver, fathead towhich organization and about the J Return up ,o 364 days after departure. I
about, bikes: they look attentmrv. „ driver, feeler gauges and a tire gauge relationships between the varous

good, they use less gas, they’re When Y0,0 actually start working should get you by. It helps to keep organizations. Lakhani said the * ________________________ *
faster, easier to park anti 3 heU °f a on your cycle, you’ll find the owner’s some distilled water (for battery) “intent of Council was to stop the 8 Going TRAVEL 8
rnrc™pe |h4e ,real, driving" than manual offers a basically sound set chain oil, motor oil and some money going to wherever it is it B CUIS j
cars. Heal dri ving being a process °‘ instructions. With it, you can lubricating oil handy. For those of 80es “ Lakhani also said that he 8 The travel company of CFS 
were one is actively-in fact, change the oil and filter, do the spark you who want to forge into the soul intended to fight to retain member- 8 TRAVEL CUTS TORONTO
marh°Ca u/h"mV0 V/d with the P UgS and breaker points, tire of your motion-maker, add to the shiP in the student organizations. "
renoTL h" °n/driVeS aCar’°ne P;eTreS> Va*Ve and cable above list an impact tool (about Larry Till. Chief Returning Of- L 416979-*«*
is engaged, when dnvmg a ^ you adjustments and brake and battery $14.00), torque wrench with select f,cer of the CYSF said that the ™

e engrossed. . inspection. All of these are necessary sizes of deep sockets (about $40 00 wording of the question cannot be 8"
v°oi,arneanrHeaf0nably flt machine. If altogether), compression tester changed. Till explained that because
further vou'llknCarHU y°Ur u^°rtS ($15-00-$40.00), snap-ring pliers ÇYSF bylaws require that two weeks J
about what tbatmucbl"ore a"d a hundredweight of patience. notice of the wording of a referen-
vou w^nt it m f n.d,nv a"n hPW Clymer gives 3 lot of good dum question be given, there is ,
reouire a Lw PV? V , YOlJ 1 also ,suggesrions for improvising tools ™rou8h rime to change the wording 8

' , feW CXtra t0?ls and a more like timing lights and battery tester before the referendum is held.
Shopman,V,airanUa " I w r Be prepared to sweat and swear-and Till said that the question could be &

_ ° » ™anuals are available from save some green for your effort. withdrawn by either the CYSF or by *
all dealerships for makes up to If you are prepared to invest a little an election tribunal. An election

nnaiTu ' * l co?t. about time and money and get your hands tribunal could comprise Till, Ty
somewhat beSt tj"g and dirty, you can know your machine Burt- the Speaker of the Student

"u P^f, and more and get it to do what you want rather Council, and a third party agreeable
available are the Clymer guides. than being at its mercy. Bikes require to both. * 8

c o mpr e h en s fve° ° s peciific^a : ̂ wdl - ' taS) S “ H ^ ^ he —d a referen-

mechanic is a phone call away. democracy is about.” said Pearlman.

to a

■ See London - 
I and SAVE! 1
8 Now you can afford London E1 
~ with a low-coat travel curs

fU0M
^ Fixed Return from

I I

*459 g
H Open Return from*639 j|

OneWayfrom$299 J

1 I

I «SSL,::1»? i

Clever filmmaking

In a visual and stylistic sense.

Referendum question 
worded inaccurately i

Dangerous situations

The travel company of CFS
TRAVEL CUTS TORONTO ■

U of T, 44 St. George St S
fci 416 979-2406 j

iable work experience abroad withthe Student Work Abroad 
Program (SWAP). I

B NAME 
" ADDRESS I

l PH0NE
j SWAP 82/83

Mail completed coupon to:

! *■The travel company of CFS
TRAVEL CUTS TORONTO

U of T, 44 St. George St
416 979-2406 I

Intuitive motorcycle maintenance Wi 1quest-
two b PARIS! a

The sights, the sounds... 8
the savings!

a Paris Cultural Program
Fixed Return

ROB KELLY

I

J
GO DUTCH! "Spring is the traditional launch of 

the motorcycle season; this weird 
winter may be the exception. In fact, 
the weather may have allowed

Or German...go anywhere you | 

like and save money!

* AMSTERDAM f
$549 J

j Open Return from ^^^4*9 ®

| FRANKFURT !

Fixed Return from9549 j

I ~co*ng .remivn: |
■ curs 2
l* The travel company of CFS mj

TRAVEL CUTSTORONTO 
U of T, 44 St George St
416979-2406

notmany
the option of never putting away 
their machines. All the more reason 
to consider one of the two options: 
become exceedingly friendly with a 
mechanic or save dignity and money 
with a little investigating of 
own.

Fixed Return from

your

IMotorcycle maintenance is an 
intuitive science of feeling and 
sound. Thus the first thing to do is 
make sure you have oil, a charged 
battery (should be done on a trickle 
generator once a month in winter

available on most models of 
Japanese bikes and Harleys but are 
harder to find for English and

I I
J!
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* - ?- K 1 1 " LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
Writer compares fabrication thesis 
of Holocaust to flat earth theory 'I thought CRO's were 

to be non-partisan'
Mark Stephenson says he no longer 
believes the “thesis” that the 
Holocaust is an “historical fabrica-, 
tion” (Letter, March 17). Unfortu
nately, Stephenson hasn’t latched 
onto the fact that the historical 
fabrication “thesis” is not really a 
thesis at all.

Allow me to draw an analogy:
There are still people who believe 
that the earth is flat. To explain away earth “thesis” counts all evidence

which in fact counts against it, as 
counting for it. Thus, the flat-earth 
“thesis” is not a thesis at all: it is a 
fantasy.

Similarly, there are people who 
claim that the Holocaust is an 
historical fabrication created by a 

It is impossible to prove to the powerful Jewish conspiracy. To

flat-earth people that the earth is 
round because, whatever evidence 
you produce, they will say that your 
"evidence" merely proves that the 
round earth conspiracy is very 
powerful and very good at fabrica
ting evidence.

The status of a real thesis is 
determined according to the evi
dence for or against it. But, the flat-

explain away the mountain of 
evidence which documents the 
history of the Holocaust, the 
Holocaust-never-happened people 
employ the same strategy as the flat- 
earth people. That is. they claim that 
this mountain of evidence merely 
proves that the Jewish conspiracy is 
very powerful. Again, this is not a 
thesis; it is a fantasy.

It would be comfortable to 
suppose that Jewish conspiracy 
“theories” belong only to the past 
history of anti-Semitism, but it 
appears that even here at York there 
are people who are willing to give 
such “theories" serious considera
tion.

Editor's Note: A copy of the following letter was sent to Excalibur for 
publication.

Mr. Ty Burt 
Speaker
Council of the York Student Federation 
Dear Mr. Speaker:
In case you haven’t read Excalibur March 17, 1983, there is a letter to 
the editor from Larry Till. In this letter he expressed opinions about the 
above-mentioned newspaper. Does this disqualify him from being Chief 
Returning Officer? Are CRO s supposed to express opinions on 
referendum questions, or influence the voting populace? With 
Excalibur asking for support through a referendum does the enclosed 
letter not encourage people to vote for this support?

Does Mr. Till fee free to abuse his position? I thought CRO’s 
be non-partisan.

CYSF still hasn t learned not to choose CRO’s who are not politically 
involved. Will they ever?

contrary evidence, they say there is a 
powerful conspiracy intent on 
convincing people that the earth is 
round. Accordingly, they claim that 
such things as “space flights” and 
“satellites" are historical fabrica
tions.

were to

Brian Henry
Maude Whithers

It makes snow senseStudents defend Chris Holmes The snow weighs heavily on the scales of justice. Winter arrives late as 
did the candidate, the unexpected onslaught of winter-like conditions 
being a common factor in both of these regretable situations. Surely the 
Chief Returning Officer of CYSF could have used a more enlightened 
view when exercising his discretionary powers. York University 
students, at best, have problems with transportation. It shouldn’t take 
much imagination to envisage the devastating effect of Monday's 
weather on the system. Unless of course, you’re the CYSF C.R.O.

Anticipating traffic problems, I set out for the University with what I 
though was ample time. The C.R.O. had left by the time I arrived at 5:15 
p.m. Staff member Jeff Drutz was helpful in trying to track down C.R.O. 
Larry Till, but was unsuccessful. After finally getting in touch with him 
Tuesday morning, he was nflexible and would ot accept my application 
for Senate Rep. Mr. Till said that the only option open to 
petition the CYSF tribunal. He neglected to point out, however, that by 
the time my petition is considered by the tribunal, the Senate positions 
will have been filled.

Due to an unavoidable 15-minute delay I must now wait a whole year 
to exercise my democratic right to run for the Senate, frustrating both 
me and my supporters.

Last week’s Excalibur offered a most suggested by M. Ross. Without a
amusing and ironic juxtaposition of doubt. Dr. Holmes is one of the most
articles. On page one, you covered informative, mind-expanding and
the York U. conference on “Univer- inspiring professors we have within
sity Education: Substance and this institution. He actually teaches
Symbolism”, and on page five, you about the nature of the human spirit,
carried a student letter “in praise of and how to unfreeze awareness. But
Prof. Holmes”. The contradictions what is the substance of our
between the symbolism and the university education? It seems likely
substance are most apparent. that Prof. Holmes will be dismissed

The aim of the conference was “to from our university because he dares
stimulate the York community to to explore topics like mysticism,
focus on our own aspirations and re- consciousness, the psychic sciences
examine some of the intentions with and spiritual psychology,
which York started its original 
pilgrimage.” Engraved in stone on 
the Ross building, is this statement 

of York’s aspirations:

Eric Wright 
Stephen Yarmas
Helen Alevizakis 

Valerie Aston 
Thomas Baranyai 
Karen Bensimon 

Darcie Bourke 
Madeleine Rukovet 

Mark Burstein 
Anna Camazzola 

Paul Cappuccio 
Steve Cohen 

Cheryl Cooper 
Peter Crocker 
David DeBelle 
Jose DeSousa 

Marilyn Dinetz 
Barbara Flicht 

Neil Fraser 
Jeff Freedman 
Robin Goldhar 

Mary Jane Henry 
Jennifer Johnson 

Jeff Hanna 
Inge Khan 

Brian Kopel 
Glenn Levine 

Audrey Lorient 
Velda Macdonald 

Julie Margie 
Karen Lyn Millard 

Lome Mitchell 
Jim Moffatt 
Nick Ponzo 

Janet Robbins

me was to

M. Elliot said at the conference on 
education: “The conference on the 
verge of 1984 is timely.” It certainly 
is. They should offer Dr. Holmes the 
opportunity to talk about the real 
substance and symbolism of univer
sity education.

We at York. . . must give 
special emphasis to the hu
manizing of man freeing him 
from those pressures which 
mechanize the mind, which 
make for routine thinking, 
which divorce thinking and 
feeling, which permit custom 
to dominate intelligence, 
which freeze awareness of the 
human spirit and its possibili
ties. ’

J.F. Nagy

Sheridan College QSTed Vokes 
Peter Root 
Lisa Sasaki 

Althea Seahra 
Denise Sivitilli 

Tena Slind 
James Tay 

Barbara Telfer 
Barbara Thompson 

Meri Tzombani 
Elizabeth Uberti 
Tracy Urquhart 

Judy Verrall

Office Administration is Changing - 
Are you prepared for a career in this 
exciting field?
The key to success is

INFORMATION PROCESSING SKILLS
Learn to combine

• Business
• Word Processing, and
• Computer Skills

Murray Ross
These words are part of York’s 
heritage, and we might wonder 
where the substance is to back up 
this symbolism.

On page five of the Excalibur, we 
have a student praising Dr. Holmes- 
as many would--because he embo
dies exactly these ideas of education HOW TO MAKE 

ALOT OF MONEY 
THIS SUMMER.

HIRE YOURSELF.

r-LONDONTO " 

EUROPE
Student Flights

through
Sheridan College’s new, UNIQUE one-year 
certificate program in

INTEGRATED OFFICE SYSTEMS 
Oakville and Brampton Campuses

travel cuts has some great 
fares available to Europe from 

London:

AMSTERDAM $99 
ATHENS $169 
BERNE $119 

FRANKFURT $89 
PARIS $89 

ROME $149 
TEL AVIV from $239* 

ZURICH $109
Add these fares to a TRAVEL 

CUTS London flight for an 
unbeatable combination!

If you are a university or community college diploma 
graduate, or if you have several years of business 
experience, apply now for September, 1983.
Exciting, well-paying careers in this field include: Office 
Automation Specialists, Information Managers Systems 
Supervisors, Junior Consultants and Business Analysts.

Cash in on a sensational new 
business opportunity. With a 
small investment and 
special skills required, you can 
not only ensure a job for 
yourself but also earn a bundle.

no

Subject to approval by the Ministry of Colleges and 
Universities

For further information, complete and return to:• All prices quoted In Canadian 
dollars for one-way flights
• Double price for return journey 
except for ‘Tel Aviv flights where 
the return price Is $420
• Contact your nearest travel cuts 
office for booking conditions
• Price subject to change due to 
currency fluctuations
• Some fares apply to flights origi
nating In Europe

MAGNUM MARKETING
P.O. BOX 294
238 Davenport Road, Toronto, Ontario 
M5R 1J6
PLEASE RUSH, all the details on this sensational new 
offer, at NO OBLIGATION.
Name_____________________

Marty Humphrey OR Margaret Samuel
Chairman, School of Business and Chairman, Secretarial Studies 
Secretarial Studies,
Brampton Campus 
McLaughlin Road 
Brampton, Ontario L6V 1G6 
(416) 459-7533, ext. 243.

Y2

Oakville Campus 
Trafalgar Road 
OAKVILLE, Ontario 
L6H 2L1
(416) 845-9430, ext. 180«SXM TRAVEL 

$$ CUTS
The travel company of CFS

TRAVEL CUTS TORONTO
■ U of T, 44 St. George St

416 979-2406

i

Name:
Address

Address:
J ! City Prov. Postal Code Tel.:
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Ombudsperson 'expensive, not thought out'
We are writing in response to the 
“Persuasio” column of J. Alan 
Hunter entitled “We need a York 
‘Ombudsman’” of March 17, 1983. 
The article is rife with inaccuracies 
and contains a section of 
unionbashing full of unsubstanti
ated accusations and misleading 
statements. First let us point out 
that the referendum being held is for 
an ombudsperson and not an 
ombudsman, as an advertisement 
immediately below the column 
points out. As for the section on 

Union attitudes” one must wonder 
where Mr. Hunter finds his 
information. It is but another 
example of pro-ombudsperson (or is 
it ombudsman?) proponents pre
presenting poorly researched and 
poorly argued statements to push 
through an inadequately thought 
out and expensive proposition.

Let us point out the inaccuracies 
in the “Union attitudes” section. 
The university is not responsible in 
any way for the relationship between 
CUEW and its support staff as the 
article implies. That is handled 
through CUEW and CUPE Local 
1281. Second, T.A.’s are limited by 
Ontario law to work no more than an 
average of ten hours per week, and to 
no more than 270 hours a year by 
our collective agreement. The reason 
for this limitation of hours is that 
T.A.’s are also students and 
study as well as work. It is totally 
ludicrous for Mr. Hunter to argue 
that he has heard of T.A.’s who 
“having already done their required

20 hours of tutorial aid” by January 
stopped working. We 
without qualification that no such 
instance has occurred in this fine 
institution.

We did indeed strike for “quality 
of education in 1981 and fought 
hard for smaller class sizes in 1982 
negotiations. The fruits of 
efforts have been slow in coming, 
but for students and teaching 
assistants used to large classes, we 
have been able through financial

penalties on the university to 
hopefully limit tutorial sizes to 28. 
Still this is inadequate, but 
haven’t given up the battle. If there is 
any villain in the piece it is hardly 
CUEW which has consistently 
fought and will continue to fight 
hard for a proper learning 
environment. The focus of attention 
should rather rest with the 
administration of this “fine” 
university which because of its 
efforts to secure larger grants from 
Queen s Park have adopted a policy 
of overcrowding and the stuffing of 
classes with students, who, in 
administrative shorthand are “Basic 
Income Units.”

If our teaching assistants adhere 
to the terms of their contract by 
refusing to work more than the

maximum 270 hours a year, we fail Mr. Hunter should investigate the
to understand the point of Mr. facts before he puts pen to paper;
Hunter s article. He proposes that perhaps a teaching-assistant could
students view their stay at York in show him the basics of consistent
contractual terms, but yet demands and persuasive writing,
that T.A.’s break their negotiated The Executive
contracts. Hardly a consistent line. CUEW, Local 3

can state
we

our

Union candidates cause concern
As concerned grad students, it was 
with a certain amount of uneasiness 
that we learned the C.U.E.W. 
fielding a slate in the upcoming 
Graduate Student Association (G.S. 
A.) elections. Clearly, such

students, both unionized and 
unionized. Even among many grads 

was who belong to the union there is a 
belief that in times of labour 
confrontation each individual must 

a move be allowed to make his or her own
could affect the ability of the G.S.A. choice as to whether or not to
to fairly represent all graduate respect union picket lines. For some

of us, our dedication to our students 
and our research remain 
important priorities. We are here to 
get an education and learn a career, 
not to play politics. In the past we 
have always felt free to express 
opinions and concerns in and 
through the G.S.A. which 
mediator between opposing views in 
its membership. We are concerned 
that if the C.U.E.W. executive 
controls the G.S.A., it will cease to 
be a forum for mediation and 
compromise and become a 
rubber stamp for union policies.

As for the work of teaching 
' assistants, lab demonstraters and 

markers has a substantial effect 
the undergraduate community, we 
are surprised and disappointed that 
Excalibur has ignored the G.S.A. 
elections and related issues. What is 
at stake in a union takeover of 
G.S.A. could have tremendous 
repercussions on the working 
relationships between graduate 
students and the rest of the York 
community. We hope that Excalibur 
will publish this letter to help make 
graduate students aware that there is 
an important election on Friday, 
March 25th. We encourage all grad 
students to go to N922 Ross and 
vote. It would be nice if Excalibur 
could endore the pro-compromise 
slate of candidates-Ron Moore for 
president, Mahmood Amani for 
secretary and John Hahn for 
treasurer.

un-

Pearlman
defends
CUEW
I would like to respond to Alan 
Hunter’s letter m the “persuasio” 
section of Excalibur, V. 17, No. 24.

Though I fully support the 
creation of an independent Ombuds
person at York, I however do not 
support the issues raised by Alan 
Hunter in reference to CUEW.

It seems that Mr. Hunter in the 
process of protecting his own 
democratic rights has stepped on the 
very rights of a much larger group. 
Just as we all have the right to abide 
by a constitution so does CUEW 
have a right to exercise the very 
constitution they abide by.

Contrary to what Alan Hunter 
states I believe that CUEW broke no 
contractual agreements against 
student body or university admini
stration.

E?flCAUBUR
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YOU REALLY 
LIKE THOSE 

JEANS 
DONT YOU?

Paula Board Chairperson
If I had time, I might wonder if any of this lunacy really matters. But 
that breeds confusion/apathy/the blues: if it matters it will matter 
regardless of the time spent considering it Don't think so much. No 
better still discover when it's appropriate. It's true, however, that 
thinkers really care and asking means concern. Breathe easily. Relax 

Y?u mant a receV>t? Get out of here. " There's something from 
Banff that s exactly the right colour. Thank you very very much for the 
Spock Beverage Holders. Hang in there Brian, well figure out what 
happened in APPC. To Ricardo. FELICIDADESUI May Lerrick stumble 
upon 1,000 more new and awfuljokes. Cheers to the Gang ofThree..Hi 
Ho Silver...............AWAY........ //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Excalibur is published every Thursday by Excalibur Publications Inc 
with the hep of volunteers from the York community. Our offices are 
located in Room 111 Central Square, Ross Building, York Universitu 4700 Keele St. Downview, Ont M3J 1P3. EditoZto^e ^TZm 
Advertising & Typesetting: 667-3800. ^ 667-3201.

ERRATUM
An article which appeared in the 
March 3rd issue of Excalibur, 
‘Security benefit dance a bust”, 

incorrectly states the amount of 
door sales at the Lampshade Lunacy 
dance. Sales at the door 
$102.00.

came to

Ministry of
Colleges and HarrV K Fisher, Deputy Minister 
Universities

Hon. Bette Stephenson, M.D., Minister Sincerely, 
Elisa Bourdon

D.M. Bruce 
Kai KeskinenOntario Student 

Assistance 
Program 
1983-84

Ontario
rtAN CULTURAL Tom Steel 

Chin Chintas 
A. MaiseSHOW('■ WE CAN HELP YOU 
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fQL iOSAR applications 

are now available at 
your Financial Aid 
Office.
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One OSAR application 
form lets yôu apply 
for:

• Ontario Study Grant
• Canada Student Loan
• Ontario Student Loan

U
4 yr»

; i-
L\ l Sfanfiey-H.

MPMN
S >y IT1 TO BE HELD AT:

BURTON AUDITORIUM
YORK UNIVERSITY
4700 KEELE ST. DOWNSVIEW

"V

EOUCATIONAl CENTER 
OF CANADA LTD

The test preparation 
specialist since 1938

COME
VISIT
OUR

CENTRE
Call Days, Eves. & Weekends

967-4733
720 Spadina Ave. Suite 410 

Toronto, Ont. M5S 2T9 
Other Centers in More Than 

100 Major U.S. Cities & Abroad

m
Is. iL*

For additional infor
mation about OSAR, 
see your Financial Aid 
Administrator.

Apply
early!

THURSDAY 31 sf MARCH, 1983 
FROM 8 p.m. SHARP

Admission: Tickets on Sale at
Kiosk Central Square (Match 14-31 1983) 
Box Othce (Burton)
Wed 30 6-11 p m 
Thur 31 12 noon- 8 pm

$3.00 Advance (Members Only) 
$4.00 Advance (Non-members) 
$5.00 At Door (No exceptions)

INFO: 667-2515
PBBSBETED BY*

The above includes admission to Dance
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Film catches shadow play of people in a dangerous place
S? Ky!;LrY , eenius of the camera who keeps files
i ne Year of Living Dangerously on everyone. He is the fifth business 
opens with a demonstration of here, the knowing shadow Hunt’s
Yang or shadowplay. It is an handling of the role is compelling
Oriental form of puppetry in which At the onset Gibson arrives the 
intricately carved puppets move new kid in shantytown, and is- 
behind a screen lit by a torch; the befriended by Kwan who “senses a 
light is such that the characters seem potential”. The reporter is wary but 
about to burst into flame. This is the he is also without contacts the 
central symbol for the film; the hearsay pipeline of political journal- 
characters are as shifting shapes ism. Kwan offers him an interview 
over a background which constantly with the tight-lipped Communist 

M tliitti threatens to engulf them. It is a film party leader; this becomes an
about illusion-the fog-locked terri- exclusive and a string of intrigues for

___ t°ry of, g°od and ev>l. set in both. The swelling bedlam of
€ Sukarno s Indonesia of 1965. The rebellion builds ominously. And of 

• volatile political atmosphere rever- course, there are the interventions of 
berates throu6h the plot, but it is the more intimate passions 

■ ten thousand gestures of personal When Kwan initially introduces 
politics which give it flesh and blood. the Australian to Jill, an assistant to 

The central characters are an British diplomats, the reaction is 
Aus rahan foreign correspondent mutually lukewarm; as they con-
Hunrl^a‘frpplo Î .(ltinue t0 collide- a fiction point is
Hunt), a freelance photographer and reached and they become involved
wSa,RÎl • ^ J‘ (Slg,OU7ey The fact that Jill is about to leave the 
Weaver). Billy s unrequited love country accelerates the emotional
:hr.he4man°fUVre!,!ntL°anaffair -machinery and a tension persists.
als hinchidinSp rhpn' A- £he P0rtray' The sexual aspect of their relation- 
als--including the peripheral ones- ship is implied, as a gesture.
lJfiïp T60 3 Particular‘ This is the moot point where the
ly fine performance by Linda Hunt as casual involvement between the 
Kwan. the compassionate dwarf characters and their environment

gradually intensifies until every someone else’s revolution. You 
action becomes a committed act of make assumptions at your peril, 
alliance or betrayal. As the political The Year of Living Dangerously 
atmosphere thickens, possibilities takes its title from Sukarno himself,
emerge. Relationships shift, the He was in the habit of giving a label
characters revealing or revoking to the years of his reign. It is a
aspects of themselves previously beautiful, explicit title; the film itself
veiled. The netherworld of personal is a masterful intrigue, a nonpolitical
intrigue of human interaction account of living in the alchemical
becomes the mixed matrix of a larger brew of politics imploding. For those
drama cutting across all lives. Kwan of us who live with the milquetoast
brings this conflict to the fore in a of western politics in action it is an
series of revelatory scenes which opportunity to understand commit-
elucidate the dilemma of an intellect ment and betrayal of a more visceral
disabused of some illusions. less covert kind. There is no

This movie is an eloquent restate- grandstanding, only an intelligent
ment of the obvious but valuable depiction of people in a dangerous
idea that things are rarely as the place responding inevitably with
appear. The tone is alternately who and where they are. It is about
ominous and off-hand; muc.h as a personal politics forced into the big
Westerner might feel in the centre of forum; the results are very telling.

•
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On April 6»,

Votem '
Mel Gibson For

! :l
True
RepresentationZCLASSIFIED

3 fir
I Classified ads are 25 words or less 
jlor $5.00 or 50 words or less lor 
]$ 10.00. Deadline is Friday prior to 
I publication.

on
BOG

Weekly Calendar of Events in
, Toronto's Gay/Lesbian Community. 

For our 5-minute recorded message 
call 923-GAYS.

FOR THE GRADUATE STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION

Election Friday. March 25. 1983 
Place: GSA Office N922 Ross 

Time: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

For Sale: 82 Yamaha 400 Maxim, 
red, quartz headlight, monoshock 
suspension. Asking $1,700. 656- 
6751 (evenings)___________
Apartment Available from May 1 to 
August 31, renewal possible. 
595/mon. 3 bedroom, 2 full baths. 10 
min walk to University. Phone 665- 
5629__________
The Audio Library is now looking 
for volunteers to read for one hour a 

I week. For further information call 
Audio Library Satellite York at 667- 
3470._________

I Married Couple requires furnished 
apartment on York University 
Campus or close proximity for 

I months of May-July inclusive. 
Please contact A. Colaiezzi. Moose 
Factory, Ontario 1 -705-658-4509 
Day Camp Staff Required Director, 
Assistant Director, Sports Specialist, 
Nature Lore. Sand & Water Play, 
experience essential. Call evenings 
& weekends Sophie 635-6991 or 
Judy 665-4584 ;

VOTE CLAUDIO LEWIS
Positions open 'miiimiHimmiimimiimiiimmmiiHimiiHiiinmiiHt'President

Treasurer
Secretary
Vice-President (Arts) 
Vice President (Science) 
2 Senators

iinnnnnniininnnnniimiiiuimnHHnmmnniiiimnnnniiiinmmmmnmnnniiiunnmiini

Sheridan College 49
TRAINED IN COMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING OR A 
RELATED FIELD?

AU currently registered graduate students within 
GSA member departments
Bring your Sessional Validation Card.

are eligible to vote.

Now you can use your computer skills - and add 
knowledge of hardware and electronics - through a 
unique one-year certificate program in:

Microcomputer Applications
This post-diploma (applicants must have a degree or 
diploma in computer science or a related field) program 
will be offered at our Brampton Campus.
Graduates may find employment as members of a 
microprocessor design team in applications 
development.

Program highlights include:
• one-semester field placement in co-operation with 

industry
• Microcomputer Interfacing
• Product Design and Production
• Automatic Control Systems
• Digital Electronics and Digital Systems

For further information on the Microcomputer Applications 
program, Complete this form and return to;

Paul Bates,
Co-ordinator, Electronics Engineering programs 
School of Applied Science and Technology, Brampton Campus, 
McLaughlin Rd., Brampton, Ontario L6V 1G6, (416) 459-7533

Name: .___

HOLIDAY INN 
Y0RKDALE£

Experienced Typist for
term papers, etc. Fast service on 
electric typewriter at 80C/page Call 
Beverly 669-5035 Dufferin & Steeles
Experienced Typist. Essays, 
theses, manuscripts, letters. IBM 
Selectric. Dufferin-Steeles 
From .80$ per page.
Phone Carole at 669-51 78.

essays. sa Now Featuring

CARLA
CHAREST

area.

LSAT GMAT Prep. Courses:
Classes for the June 20 LSAT, June 
3-5 and the March 19 GMAT. March 
11-13. For further information please! 
call or write: P.O. Box 597, Stn A 
Toronto M5W 1G7 665-3377 I

March 26—April 2

CHARRINGTONI

JSF has several Israel programs for 
university-aged students. Leaving 
May/July. Call 667-3647 for 
details._____________
Record Heaven - Uptown's used 
record store, Jazz, Rock, Classics, 
etc., 532A St. Clair W. at Bathurst. 
1,000's to choose from, we also buy. 
and trade. 652-1329 |
Electrolysis 
removed permantly by Registered 
Electrologjst. Student Rates. 
Bathurst/Steeles Area. Fori 
Complimentary consultation call 
181-9040_____________
FTrack Recording Studio iq
Georgetown. Master Quality, Demd 
or Pre-production capabilities. 
Drums & Amplifiers on premises] 
Reasonable hourly or package] 
deals. Recent clients include Cliche] 
Call Bob Redden at 1 -877-2779 for] 
details^ and specifications.

more

Unwanted hair April 4—16
Terry Stokes 

Mentalist , ext.

Cover Charge Fri. & Sat. $2.00
Sat, no cover for Ladies

Address:Holiday Inn Toronto - Yorkdale 
Dufferin St. & Hwy. 401 

789-5161 Tel.:
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lust with the improper stranger

Pasolini avoided the safe and sought the dangerous
W. HURST ®

commedia del'arte familyscene. He 
inflection of his voice; he alters his 
body to specify each character. A 
shrug is carefully adapted to the 
nature of a fop or a hustler. Daniel 
Allman has fewer characters than 
Pellegrino but he shows a similar 

seek the perilous. Pasolini had a dexterity. In a cinema scene. Allman
dangerous need for sex with Italian manages a shockingly tender quality
street toughs--punks who would that is quite unlike the raunchy
threaten him and gratify him up. By resting his head on Pasolini’s
sexually. He was bludgeoned to shoulder, a street boy becomes
death by one of these punks. trusting vessel, not predator.

Sky Gilbert s script, which draws Less successfully, Angelo Pedari 
heavily from Pasolini s poetry, is less has been given the role of Pasolini’s
true narrative than a string of murderer. Pelosi as well as other
highlights. The audience is shown characters. Pedari looks the hustler
Pasolini rehearsing actors, talking part but he doesn’t sound it. His
with friends and cruising the streets voice rips out of tight chest,
and cinemas. He used street boys in sounding strained even in relaxed
his films, in juxtaposition to people passages. It doesn’t reverberate from
like Silvana Mangano. Mangano’s his guts. Doesn’t he breathe5
patrician and remote beauty made a Arlene Mazerolle is not the only 
harrowing counterpoint to the woman in the show-she is all the
C0lrs.fihust erls- women, playing Laura Betti, Paso-

Gilbert, who also directed the lini’s truest friend, a housewife, even
play, specifies action by location. Rita Hayworth and more. In all these
Upstage left, a riser is used by parts, Mazerolle is extraordinarily
various characters to comment on believable, giving each
Pasolini s work and life. Upstage distinct voice, body language adn
right vignettes are played out to distinct voice, body language, and
2rS,HI-rT'rfwhathe personality. The play's closing 
called the dull life . Centre stage is dialogue, which could be
or the reality of Pasolini’s life: his on understanding, draws the audi-

fllms.his seductions and his murder. ence into a primal grief and love.
arrn cl®ver sta«ln8 a*,ows both Mazerolle lowers her voice and you
actors and audience to deftly shift pitch forward in your seat forget-

Give" the ting that you are watching a
speed of the scene changes, the set- performance.
up is almost mandatory. Moreover, Against the melange of characters 
a ! the actors except Damir Andrei everyone else is busy performing,
as Pasolini undertake a multitude of Andrei has only Posolini, but how
' Frink1 pîluaCterS' , d*es one actor believably combine
Frank Pellegrino is outstanding, the oppositions in Pasolini’s

jn Itkal.\an scre/n, actor- charactter? How does an actor play a 
street stud or bellowing father in a man who is now a cult figure? Andrei

makes the ‘how’ irrelevent. He just opening night audience could
does it. The laconic talk with an congratulate itself for being superior
actor and rebuff of a stylish come-on to people bothered by the depressing
are as much in character as the aspects of Teorema. In fact, Pasolini
hustle in the alleys. In Andrei’s has become a cult figure to those he
performance, the sublime and the • would have loathed: the artsy
brutal form a whole being. intellectual who thrills to dangerous

Unfortunately, the play is less vulgarity in art but avoids it in real
than a cohesive whole, because life.
Pasolini/Pelosi abuses three sym- These simplistic put-downs al- 
bohc people: a suburban housewife. most over-shadow a truly dangerous
a supposedly-sophisticated, profes- suggestion the play does make. In a
sional woman and an urban homo- stark fellatio scene, the street
Hirhp nhh°Se eVCry W°rud i$ agay ilustIer ra«es against Pasolini
cliche. Objecting to the endless because he has been brought to
rr/tlnlln^aSO ini S The Canterbury orgasm and he profanes women as
Tales, hardly minimizes the offended well as his sexual partner in a torrent
person s humanity. Worse still, the of verbal abuse. This pugnaciously

Pasolini/Pelosi is more than a 
dramatization of the murder of Pier 
Paulo Pasolini, the Italian film
maker. This excellent production, at 
the Theatre Centre, delineates the 
need of a man to avoid the safe and

straight man seems to dislike women 
as much as he despises homosexuals. 
He uses the sexual act as aq act of 
control. When he is sexually 
gratified, he sees himself as losing 
power. This drives Pelosi to murder, 
in an attempt to supposedly regain 
his power.

Pasolini/Pelosi realizes some of 
that power, some of that rage. It is a 
jarring play with superb perfor
mances. Like Pasolini’s films, the 
most pungent parts are the most 
brutal. And you'd never see this at 
St, Lawrence Centre.
The Theatre Centre. 666 King St. W. 
Thursday through Sunday until 
April 2. 8 p.m. (2 p.m. Sunday)

set-

G.V. Chesterton onstape

One man show blends artist with art
PAUL PIVATOIn G.K.C., English writer G.K. Îon' ^ °f k hest“' and, with nothing more to say. exits.
Chesterton is the subject of a audience her antinS tba[ tbe ,n G.K.C., Chesterton is por- 
brilliant one-man performance. writer himse f ^ y ^ ^ ina“ '\is co,ours: disorderly.
Impersonated by Tony van Bridge nci_„ n absent-minded, critical, humourous

SEiJiS HHEdEâE
•szèhsF? r£"3£££E“j5a «mm0-
£=.“5? v~<

ThttL h”. h“mT0US r,ds' P“SI"6 effect, and glides [or a shot of sp.hts Chester o„Tn
b, van Bddgf a” h«and«crtbes thïeVnTtoTcome a^lînïcS ^ " 0ffmd “ Arr°"r°“ biS"

Chesterton, van Bridge changes into Chesterton’s writings never hap-
Vhctorian apparel and dons a grey pens. Rather, van Bridge weaves 0ne of the highlights of the show 
WIR' His transformation complete, together choice fragments of auto- is chunks of dialogue taken from en-
van Bridge steps forward and biography and writing that spellbind counters between Chesterton and
introduces himself as G.K. Chester- the audience and evoke the zest and b*s r'val George Bernard Shaw. In

— charm of Chesterton. one such encounter, Shaw pointed to
First performed at the Shaw Chesterton’s swollen gut and asked,

£| Festival in 1970, G.K.C. was “what are you going to call it?”
: written, devised and arranged by van Chesterton calmly replied: “If it is a
|| Bridge, who recently appeared in the 6irl. I shall call it Elizabeth. If it is a
f I CBC mini-series Empire, Inc. b°y-1 shall call it Gilbert Keith. But,
il G.K.C. ends rather suddenly and if it is only wind, I shall call it George 
{I unsatisfactorily with the conclusion Bernard Shaw.”
Î of a FatheJ. Brown st,ory- The ending G.K.C. triumphs as a sparkling 
J seems arbitrary. When van Bridge witty play that captures both Chest-
si leaves the stage, it appears as if he erton the man and Chesterton the
: bas simply grown tired of speaking writer.

woman a

a sermon

van

------------_
:TOM SELLECK BESS ARMSTRONG in

igh Road Tb China
Fun and adventure at every turn.

:
: Art exhibit at Atkinson
:

The real risks of surrealism
j| STEPHANIE-LYN GROSS
}I Tn some countries, surrealism is 
f I not an easy way of life,” said artist- 
|| publisher Ludwig Zeller. He and 
:| Susanna Wald presented their 
! surrealist art exhibit. The 
f Exquisitely Lively Corpse last 
|| Wednesday at Atkinson College. 

Both Zeller and Wald have lived in 
Toronto since 1971, working as 

i| artists and running the Oasis 
j| publication which they founded in 
• | 1975. Before moving to Toronto 
11 from Santiago. Chile, they had 
î| UP Casade de la Luna, which 
|| intended to regroup “artists and 
! poets interested in surrealism". 
:| according to Zeller.

Zeller and Wald have collected 
paintings, drawings, sculpture and 
peotry from countries around the 
world. Using these works, as well as 
their

leSm
: ",: m 11111|::

own, they have produced 
several shows in Toronto.

In the Fellows Lounge, several 
paintings were displayed, three by 
Wald and Zeller. One notable oil. by 
Philip West entitled Telephonic 
Fish-hook was detailed and 
powerful. Zeller displayed his own 
collage of mixed media entitled The 
Terrace of Thirst. The Sea Cocoon by 
Guy Rousille was a four-colour 
lithograph. Most of the paintings 
and drawings used the same basic 
colour scheme: dark grey, blue, 
burnt orange and black. A dramatic 
effect was achieved by the use of 
bold lines and animated shape, 
characteristic to all the art in the 
show.

.'■Mil• :
:: Jm: m

m I pf !
j ' J || W y—\
: l ; jH

i *
«

::

! set
k was

: " ':

! .W J :»S;i :: 1Ê n'■ : 1

NEXT*M: 18: .lis»
feiil*

i Is
X: Several small sculptures in both 

clay and bronze paled beside the 
impact of the paintings and the 
incredible amount of published 
work. Forty books and 14

:
:

H GOLDEN HARVEST ZJAOfVWFICM Prawn, :

CASSANDRA GAVA &A B«AN G. HUTTON Flkn :
:

WScK: maga
zines, plus pamphlets and exhibit 
programmes from around the world 
were shown. Few were in English.

Zeller, a native of Chile, had

:PG[ PMtXTAl GUBM1CE SUBStSTH
* WAfiNEfi COMMUNICAt’iONSCOMPANY Q

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
................... .^.^.^.^..XQ.y..M?.GAL.LI§TINGS ______
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cont'd on pg. 12
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Smooth evening of new work

Dancing between humour and art Dance at York: A Fine Madness

J. BRETT ABBEY
Toronto Choreographer Peggy 
McCann has always found humour 
in life's everyday events. In the past, 
her bright, funny and likeable 
presentations of dance have often 
left her audiences wanting more. It is 
no wonder so many people turned 
out last weekend at Harbourfront to 
witness the premiere of four 
pieces of McCann artistry.

And she once again proved it 
possible to work in and inhabit an 
area of space somewhere between 
humour and art. However, while 
McCann s simple (occasionally 
obvious) choreographic endeavours 
require her dancers to add 
personality than technique, some of 
the programme lacked the vibrant 
energy that so typifies McCann’s 
work.

For Better or For Worse, a light 
entertaining look at couples opened

hPr g a"r °n l S0lemn note the same song in a nightclub, 
with a look at the individual Dancers Kim Frank and loan 
thoughts of couples kept secret from Phillips orientate themselves in

tZ »"d - - * - «
couple s arms reach

ft. AMwith the versatility and imagination

EHEiilEHiilhanH Dance forJa"tce- on the otljer ally creates a unique balance 
hand, rev.tal.zes the performance by between humour and art. As for the
D.dak iT8 3 S0 ° dauCCd by Janice b,ack box, dancer Danielle Belec’s 
Dulak. lt was a smooth and rhythmic seductive use of technique and 
enteru.n.ng look at life in the fast enhancement virtually seduces the 
lane -appropriately demonstrated. box into following her every 

Not until the presentation of Sans ment. Sans Souci simply is McCann 
Soun, is a little of the McCann spark and her dancers at their best, 
seen. Unce again she demonstrates 
her ability to mobilize everyday 
objects. In this instance, she makes 
use of two benches, and a rather 
large black box in a situational look 
at the reflections and dreams 
individual ladies have upon hearing

>•new

move-
ni imore

.
The final piece on the programme. 

Class of 62, examined the various 
pretensions and feelings of a late 
50 s rock and roll generation. At 

this point McCann’s female cast of 
dancers are joined by three male 
dancers (who it would seem are) 
used only to create a balance 
between male and female partici
pants at a dance. It will suffice to say 
that the male dancers paled in U 
comparison to the females.

be possible to break the boundaries Containing little more than a ^ 
show at the Actor's Lab rais’el m"!nv PLtraditi°nal sCa6in8- Tb* does not series of jitter-bug, disco and slow *1
questions: For example' how did l SeemS ob,i6atory danCe Stfeps’ Class °f '62 « remini- %
play so poorly realized^make it to the 'nftead of deductive, although the *cent .of many past attempts at "9
staged setl are beautifully compact and depicting this era in history. There A

The text, by Richard Nieoczym is e3Cph bas a distin« aura. has no significantly new
the foremost of many problems P$’ parti_cu,ar sets sPurn Pproach add^d t0 McCann’s view.
Presumably about a Japanese „rnf l reach int0 herself and n°u 3ny V,S,ble si«ns of giving an 
Canadian woman’s search for self ^ ,theL occasional intense otherwise overworked era in history,
the script draws from the Bible non m°ment’ In her Passages are as a new v«tality.
poetry (school of Rod McKuenj and Indlband^e^toT1 ^ ^ ^ S?11, McCann and dancers
occidental simplifications of oriental Obokata is extrem I Cf lgno*lance; aged to fill the evening with simple,
philosophies. In a 15 page vital Also ^ ^ ^ SOmetimes humourous expositions
‘interpretation’ of the play, jLie ' across the st ge vZhT °" ^ Akhough
Kim suggests that the playwright accomoanvin» -fZ' ,th. an entirely on Par with her past 
tries to activate a sharper wjth a vefv 1tlVC’ are done exploits, the new works do find ways 
awareness of female self and to offer breathine flowinn' !■ presence"a under your skin, thus making an
another way of life for women.” frees g'f the !?g mCerity' emPty evening enjoyable. Combine
How very generous of Mr. as a full blown rtfr Wf prfented this with the rhythmically smooth
Nieoczym. Aside from this when! 1at Î'T^alproducti°n a?d technically exceptional talents

presumptuous offer, the writer has workshoo level nLf ’ °u V 3t 3 of company dancer Danielle Belec
only sporadically given the actress, politics aL the ZZ 8 Wth ST3 3nd the result is very satisfying.
Dawn Obokata, material with which h feminlst equ.vilant
she could sustain a performance ofrac.al memory „ fraught with

XSrJsSrSr F?=~
offer another way" unless the P °

k
ft

a

IV ?
,* nil

Lab experiment fails I

iW. HURST
Faces of the Moon.

:

York dancers in early rehearsals of modern dance classic.

W. HURST
The York Dance Department presents its annual Spring Concert in 
Burton auditorium, from March 24 to 26, at 8:00 p.m. There is a soecial 
matinee Friday, March 25 at 2 p.m. Most choreography is by both faculty 
and students; all performers are students. However, a highlight of this
y!ara COnS5,rt sbould be Water Study- which was first performed fifty 
years ago^The choreography, by dance pioneer Doris Humphrey, has not 
only stood the test o time; it-is recognized as a classis piece of twentieth 
century dance art. There is no musical score so the dancers, all women 
must rely on a sensitivity to one another's movement dynamics. That the 
York Dance Department has been allowed to mount this work is a 
testament to the excellence of its programme, and the talents of its
SoSXd0f S2'50 "Ul bt “ -he Dance

man-

not

1
m

passive, stilled woman at the end of 
the play is the example of new-found 
life.

Dawn Obokata’s performance 
rises above the script but not very
far. Given a variety of personae and POWBT (0 CuBnOC
roles, she doesn’t slip out of 
character, she leaps. Portraying an ,
aged and, of course, wise Japanese difficulty speaking English and ques- 
woman, Obakata is bent and slow, tl0ns were translated by Susana 

moment but bounding into the Wald. The discussion was lengthy,
air, the next. Her voice, in this partly because of interest but also
passage, is an approximation of age because of a language barrier. How-
not imitation or representation. In ever. Zeller did clearly outline the
another section a speech about the Problems artists must face in some 
very real biblical debasement of nations. He said that the suppres-
women is only that: a speech. The sion of surrealism “is not a question
ravaged pain and scorn is never belief or rights, but politics." In 
evident in the monotonous vocals or some places, surrealists cannot hang 
smooth body movement. Chants and their work- they cannot publish 
songs are delivered in a Western magazines or books,” Zeller sug- 
musical form, not in the Japanese gested that the reason for these 
pentatonic scale. problems'is “surrealism cannot be

However, Obokata does glean domesticated." He continued, 
moments of great theatrical power Authoritarian societies devour us. 
from the script and her use of props The PrinciPle of pleasure in surreal- 
is expecially deft. She seems to have lsm *s n_ot accepted." When asked if 
a self-conciousness that has this isn’t true of all art he replied, "I
transcended to quiet self-awareness. *-hat surrealism is especially
Unfortunately, she cannot overcome dangerous because it has no pretense 
this stillness when necessary making a literary school or a
Working with a red scarf and scythe, Pajntin6 school-there is an effort to 
her body resposes in a quality cause tota* change."
stillness which is without tension, Wald added that, “surrealism 
sublimely attuned to forthcoming wants and allows for complete 

t act'on; However, her slash at the freedom. She argued, however, that
scarf is sluggish when it should be this art form “does not teach anyone
swift. rebelliousness unless it comes from

The staging is an arrangement of within." 
shrines and sites of experience, with According to Zeller, “Creation is 
each area invoking particular the Power we hold but we have no
revelations. With the audience contro1 over the finished material
interspersed among the sets it could once is consumed.”

Surreal creation has <^T(

cont'd from pg. 11
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The one and only 
Southern Comfort.
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——»Jf It tastes downright 
friendly.
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Victory march in the planning stages for gridiron Yeomen
"TJm! March? w°,r> of bein« "am'”d f“

Despite soggy outdoor conditions “We are emphasizing speed and 
on the northwest corner of the flexibility in these workouts ” 
campus, head coach Dave Pickett Pickett explained. “We can work 
has his grid iron Yeomen pacing with the football, but we get in a lot 
through the rigours of an all-out 0f drills-working without the 
practice indoors--at the Track football.” 
complex.

“Sure, it’s not the same as being 
outdoors, but you can pass a football
around in there without to much For all those die-hard red and
problems,” Pickett said. white fans, the 1982 Yeomen

Aside from the regular crowd of football campaign is a receding 
joggers and mini-gym hangers-on, memory, gone the same way as 
the Yeomen “take to the field” hopes for the far-off ’83 season.
(actually, it’s the infield area of the As in previous years, 1982
track) Tuesdays and Thursdays. promised a reat never before

Pickett has assembled approxi- accomplished in York’s brief 11-year 
mately 45 veterans and rookies for football history--a playoff birth, 
the workouts, and with the aid of his 
assistant coaching staff, can run any 
number of drills and scrimmages

previous ’81 season.
Yeomen fans had little to cheer 

about in ’82, save the annual York-U 
of T brawl down at Varsity Stadium, 
which seems to attract the 
boisterous cross-section of the 
football-loving public.

However, this year’s version of the 
red and white seems to have been 
kicked off with a greater enthusiasm 
than others, with a focus on gritty 
determination thanks to these early
bird workouts.

“Most of the players spend a lot of 
time on weight-lifting programs 

at the complex anyways, so 
these workouts fit in nicely. It gives 
them a more rounded-off season 
programme," Picket explained.

The Yeomen will have a jump on 
the rest of the teams in the OUAA, 
who have recently been granted the 
right to hold spring training

is positive. They think that because we’re Canadians that we can’t come 
up with the times-that we must be taking drugs. Really it’s just that they 
aren’t prepared to work for it."

Canada’s unique tendency to shoot itself down, on the track as well as 
in Ottawa, makes matters worse for those involved in climbing the ladder 
to a championship time.

York track coach, John Millar, shakes his head. “That’s (the drug 
accusations) the big trouble up here,” Millar said. “When someone like 
Angela does well, no one is there to congratulate them-they look for ways 
to shoot them down or they’ll pop in drug charges. No one has achieved 
the results Angela has and things will be sad because she works out three 
times as hard as anyone in Canada right 

However, leaving things stirred in the wake of her successes is nothing 
new to Angela Taylor. She came out of high school in 1978 ranked 
seventh in the world, and by her first year at York in 1980, she had 
dethroned Angella Bailey as Canada’s queen of the treds.

She ran times at or better than 11.00 seconds in the 100 metres, and 
she turned in a pair of world record times in the 200m and 300m events in

Taylor is now ranked number four in the world, and only three-tenths 
of a second separate her from the number one perch-held by her closest 
competitor, Evelyn Etcher of East Germany.

“Evelyn ran ll:20’s in Germany and ll:30’s outside. Comparatively 
speaking, I beat her in the 200 metres in Japan last year. But Elizabeth 
jXshford and Kim Gour have 
competitive as well,” Taylor commented.

Taylor should get her chance to set the record books straight at the 
world track and field championships in Helsinki this July. In the 
meantime she attends Winter/Summer courses at York while waiting for 
the opening of the outdoor

workouts, commencing in May.
“We've incoporated a new offense 

and defence into our playbook and 
these workouts will give the players a 
chance to prepare for the May camp. programme 
We’ll probably be the most prepared Cotter is a healthy 6-foot 2-inch 
team in Canada by next fall," Pickett ' 220-pound line-backer who 
said.

deplete him ranks, having recently 
recruited highly eye-balled high- 
school licks K.C. Cotter and Terry 
Douglas to the York footballmost

spent
the 82 season in a Simon Fraser 
uniform while Douglas is a slick 
running back from Scarborough.

“It’s been a little difficult for them 
to make all the workouts because of 
academic priorities," Pickett added, 
“but they’ve looked pretty good so

Last year a memory
Hopkins missed

But come the warm weather in 
May, the Yeomen’s line-up card will 
be minus a familiar stalwart in the 
line-backing corps-Marc Hopkins. far 

Hopkins „ was selected by the
Montreal Concordes in the second 1° ^act- Pickett is high on all his 
round of the CFL’s amateur draft prospects this year, having a nucleus 
last January. He’s busy prepping his 54 players returning as opposed to 
40-yard 4.6-second 230-pound last year’s rookie-laden squad which 
frame for opposing would-be long 
gainer protegees in the CFL.

But Pickett didn’t let graduation

over

But the Yeoment finished the 
at a disappointing 2-5, 

duplicating their net result for the
saw as many as 14 freshmen on the 
field for an opening kick-off.

Last year we had a young team, 
and it’s safe to say we were expecting 
to do better than we showed,” 
Pickett added.

season

“We sat down when it was all over 
and had a sort of heart to heart talk 
and came up with this incredible 
desire to win which, I think, is 
showing up at these indoor sessions. 
We now look forward to May instead 
of September.”

MARK ZWOL

Canada's Queen of treds 
didn't choose bumpy road 
to a world championship

& ^
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aMARK ZWOL
After posting world record times, wearing the gold at the 1982 
Commonwealth Games, and five years of relentless competition and 
practise, Angela Taylor has seen an encyclopedia’s worth of whits and 
whimsies from around the world.

But there are entries in those metres of experience that she’d like to 
forget.

With the aid of so many recent headlines, Taylor’s confrontation with 
U ot T sprinter Angella Bailey over an alleged steroid allocation, has left 
the memories of some of her finer accomplishments somewhat jaded.

The incident occurred at the York Invitational track meet last 
fT'&S" Bai ey had ed6ed Taylor out in the final heat of the 60m 
dash. While returning to the warm-up area. Bailey taunted Taylor and 
teammate/friend Molly Killingbeck with “you’re over the hill”, and she 
accused the York runners of using steroids to “keep up”. The exchange 
resulted in a brief skirmish between Taylor and Bailey, which was 
immediately blown upo into a war of sorts.

“I was just protecting a friend.” Taylor explained. “I was sick and tired 
of hearing it. Since 1980 that’s all I’ve been hearing and Ijust didn’t want 
to hear it anymore. I don’t even know why she would start something like

She beat„me m the 60m but she s not even close in the 100m and 
200m events.

In. lhe ,bill<;d “rivalfy between the two Angel(l)as” never really 
existed for Taylor. I have no rivalry with Angella Bailey,” Taylor said “I 
don t worry about her or her 11.20 in the 100m. She has yet to run 11 00 
seconds so I m not concerned with anything she does.”

Chico’s
10.96 s and 10.97*s, so they’ll be veryrun PIZZA

ITALIAN RESTAURANT
season.

2530 Finch A va. W.FInchdale PlazaBumpy indoor season 749-3112
Special

Prices

An all too familiar circumstance tainted her indoor season at York this 
year-a new ruling in the CIAU regulations determining the eligibility for 
varsity athletes scratched her from participation in the OUAA and CIAU 
championships.

Her current enrollment in the Winter/Summer programme, making 
her eligible for competition (after a year’s absence in ’82), was wiped out 
by the addition of a relatively impossible clause specifically outlining 
requirements for all varsity athletes to have completed three full academic 
courses for the competitive year.

It s very funny that they should do this, but it is also very frustrating,” 
Taylor mused. “Sometimes I wish somebody would go up and tell them 
how stupid the ruling is. but rules are rules."

Taylor plans to continue her studies, but with the 1984 Olympics 
coming up, she will undoubtedly focus her attentions on training. “It’s 
always been my dream to win at the Olympics,” she says, and with a will to 
win that is second nature to her, one cannot help but think Taylor will be 
second to none.

For York Univenity Students Res. Only
Ml licenced under LL.B.O.

parties included

Free Delivery over $5.00
10% OFF for students if 

they dine on our premises

Bad reflection on Canada
The alleged use of drugs (any user of a long list of substances-from 

allergemcs to aspirms-can be banned from competition) seems to go with 
the territory for Canada s number one female sprinter.

“It reflects a Canadian mentality,” Taylor said. “The mediocre athletes 
will never give you a break, they’ll always bad mouth anything you do that

«Cîî

CBC FESTIVAL TORONTO 
presents ^learn to drive

^536-9718

The safe way — The best way
Drivers SoJt pays to learn from experts, at Pro
ria«îr^xJ?U ,9et,.behmd-*he-wheel experience backed by solid
discount? uo to 41 v °Wduatlon- You’ll be eligible for insurance 
hsÜwmm. R L° i1 /o; And- your entire instruction cost is tax- 

v As.k about our special Christmas, March break and
sooror than you°think!UrSeS- °U COUld be a fully pua,ified driv*r

A nine-concert festival 
devoted to the

virtuoso piano, enchanting vocal, 
and chamber music masterpieces 

of
Liszt, Rachmaninoff 

& Prokofieff
featuring 27 internationally- 

renowned performers.
Every Tuesday evening 

from April 12 to June 7, 1983
St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church 

(beside Roy Thomson Hall) 
Series Tickets: $28.00 

Individual Concerts: $4.00 
For further information call 

the CBC Ticket Office at 
925-3311, Ext. 4835

IF BUSY CALL 536-1523ISLINGTON:Call or Write „„ SCARBOROUGH: NORTH YORK:
Pro Drivers Today: 5233 Dundas St, W. 631 Kennedy Road 5740 Yonoe Street 

(at Kipling 
Subway Station)
231-8894

(at Kennedy 
Subway Station)
266-5553

(at Finch 
Subway Station)
223-6870

Featuring Cannondale Accessories • 
Pannier Bags • Gloves and the all new 

“Bugger" Bike Trailer<&> PRO DRIVERS
a joint 

venture of
v

V
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Its On!CYSF REFERENDUM WORDING 
ERRATUM

, 1st Annual
'GRUDGE RACE

In last week’s Election Notice ad, there was an error in the wording of one 
of the referenda. Referendum 3 should read:

/. £
Do you wish to continue to contribute $1.00 per year per student to the 
Canadian Federation of Students-Ontario?
Yes
No

Our apologies for any inconvenience this may have caused. 
Larry Till
Chief Returning Officer f i n âJê âA.*

underground ai 5o bloor west (hoü-renfâwï
sat mar2& M CU(j(JleS

V featuring
6:oo pm

GIVE A DAMN x*4.

TENANTSAll Candidates Meeting for CYSF

lickel into- DcaI
V Ca • »nc]iides buslnansporlolion Aoond fn 

cuddles and cover charge
• ii çhets available al cysf and at college pubs .
• onty 2ooiichels being solo at ^orK-- so 6u^ earls .

President, Director-Internal Affairs, Director-External Affairs, 
Director-Women’s Affairs om

Wednesday, March 30, 1983 
12:30 p.m. (Bearpit)

sponsored by:
molson • ql07 • cysf • blue ♦ white society • bloor cycle • cities of north york toronto••••••• • • • • e • • • e

MEW DIRECTION ECONOMICSMANUS
** DON'T HISS THE BOAT THIS YEAR! **

THE MANUS EDITOR WELCOMES SUBMISSIONS FROM 
THE YORK COMMUNITY The Second Annual 

Mariposa Belle 
Bon Voyage Cruise

SEND US YOUR

SHORT STORIES, ANECDOTES, CARTOONS, 
PHOTOGRAPHS OR ANY OTHER IDEAS WHICH CAN 

BE CONSIDERED FOR PUBLICATION

** BUY YOUR TICKET EARLY **

THE MANUS TEAM INVITES
YOUR OPINIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE ’83- 
’84 MANUS IN ANY ASPECT OF STYLE, 

LAYOUT AND DESIGN

DATE: Thursday, May 5, 1983
The Mariposa Belle 
175 Queen's Quay West 
(at the bottom of York St.)

BOARDING TIME: 8:00

WHERE:

p • m e

Cash Bar - Food is available
*********************
TICKET PRICE: $10.00

** $15.00 after April 21st
(due to booking restrictions)

ON SALE * Central Square on Tues and Wed 
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

* S845R (Joyce) on Mon, Thurs, 
and Fri after the lunch hour

YOUR SUGGESTIONS CAN BE 
DROPPED OFF AT THE CYSF OFFICE IN 

CENTRAL SQUARE
z

. EDITOR: ROB CARRfCK 

PRODUCTION CONSULTANT: LERRICK STARR

* from any ESA member .
'■V Yif' I'r-.r! A

r* *: ■
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\ SPORTS
It's a cliff hanging experience for Outward Bounders

*s a small ledge above your head. The 
it takes courage to swing outward, rocks dig into your fingertips but, 
leaving the safety of your perch and surprisingly, you hole! and pull 
reaching for the ledge above. yourself up to a secure handhold.

You take one look behind you. You know the ropes will hold, that 
over the lip of the ledge you re there are backup support systems 
standing on. Below lies 100 feet of but you’re still nervous. The
empty space; above another 30 feet Instructor gives you encouragement,
still to be climbed. and for the first time you begin to

The only fingerhold withing reach feel an inner confidence.

Such is the experience at the 
Canadian Outward Bound Wilder
ness School, where students push 
themselves, and in the process, 
discover new personal qualities.

One experiences the silence of

Outward Bound began in 1941, in 
Wales, the brain child of educator 
Kurt Hahn. He was an exponent of 
experiential education-learnin by 
doing.

His philosophy was that if you 
wild places, of sleeping under the give people a chance to step out of
stars. And, one learns to rely on the their ordinary routines, amazing
mind and body, to trust and respect things could happen, 
others, and to expect responsibility.

At the outset of the course I was 
one of ten strangers milling around 
Thunder Bay Airport, an interesting 
mixture of ages and backgrounds.
June, a 25-year-old teacher, had 
never paddled a canoe. George, a 37- 
year-old account executive, was 
overweight and out of shape. He 
dropped 10 pounds on the trip and 
wished he had believed the literature 
that advised physical conditioning, 
conditioning.

meant too many people, too many 
camper-trailers, and someone else’s 
radio.

One of the integral parts of the 
experience was the three day solo in 
the wilderness. For many students, 
this was the first time they had been 
alone.

It is the opportunity for 
contemplation and self awareness in 
some of the most magnificent 
sdeenery in North America. For 
most students, solo is the high point 
of the course.

And remember, you don’t need to 
be an athlete of Olympic calibre to 

* take an Outward Bound course, but 
it is suggested that you be in 
reasonably good physical condition.

Today, more than 34 Outward 
Bound schools located on five con
tinents provide powerful supplem
ents to traditional forms of educa
tion.

Out. Bound expedition
There are several courses available 

at the Canadian Outward Bound 
Wilderness School, located 150 km. 
north of Thunder Bay. I chose the 24 
day expedition that took me deep 
into the wilderness.

I wanted to find out what wilder
ness really was. Until now, camping

MARK ZWOL
York Expedition founder and Outward Bound zealot, Ronnie Ng, plans to 
undertake an independent philosphical and cultural comparison of 
Outward Bound schools that should take him halfway around the globe - 
providing he obtains the one essential ingredient-money.

Ng, a second year physical education student at York, has been actively 
involved with Outward Bound since 1979, and hopes to visit several 
international Outward Bound bases to further understand the varied 
teaching philosophies of those schools.

Although the basic Outward Bound philosophy is common to all 
schools - cultural, political and environmental differences determine 
variation of the ways in which foreign camps teach,” Ng explained.

Money is the big problem
But money is the big obstacle in Ng’s path at present. While Ng is 

shelling out $1,000 from his own pocket for the project, there remain a 
few miscellaneous items like airfare ($2,300), expense for four months 
($1,500), film, travel, and insurance.

The various Outward Bound schools he plans to visit have agreed to 
give him free accomodation and participation in their programme, but Ng 
is looking at an approximate $ 3,500 goal he must reach by May to get his 
project off the ground.

m

YUKON JACK ATTACK ?.
— • Ihe WUlf Bite.

Nothing New
The Outward Bound experience is nothing new to Ng. “For the past five 

years 1 have been actively involved with Outward Bound and other 
outdoor related organizations and I have also been travelling extensively,” 
Ng said.

“I have experience working for the Outward Bound organisation 
support staffer during the past two years. Last summer, I worked as a 
guide for the Maine National High Adventure leading white water canoe 
trips and backpacking trips on the Appalachian trail.”

This project will be beneficial for me in pursuing my career as an 
Outward Bound instructor, and will also help me to bring information on 
“experiential education” back to Canada.”

Upon returning to York in September. Ng has offered to make himself 
available for multi-media slide presentations and discussions of the entire 
trip.

Ilnleash 1 ounce of 
If Yukon Jack with 1 ounce 
of coffee liqueur Add a 
splash of soda, pour over ice 
and you’ll have lassoed the 
Wolf Bite.To heat the bite, 
substitute coffee for soda 
Inspired in the wild, midst 
the damnably cold, this, the 
black sheep of Canadian LÜ1P^

The Black Sheep of Canadian Liquors. 
Concocted with fine Canadian Whisky.

For more Yukon Jack recipes write: MORE YUKON JACK RECIPES, Box 2710, Postal Station “U," Toronto, Ontario M8Z 5P1

as a

Mtkong
Jackg

Ng also hopes to run tutorial lectures and a possible movie production 
of his experiences abroad. I will be presenting slides, a travel log, a 
written paper, if possible a movie, and organizing discussions for 
students, college tutorials, organisations and sponsors, and other 
interested institutions,” Ng said.

Thus I hope to inform the York community, and also to benefit 
educators and environmentalists at large.”
Anyone interested in helping Ronnie Ng or obtaining further 
information can call him at Founders College. djWk $Wt> full

CROWN CINEMA

2367 Finch Ave. W. at Weston Rd. 
(Finch Centre)

743-4864
The Most Exciting 

Screen Entertainment Anywhere1*
DOUBLE BILL

OPEN ALL SUMMER
inonday to Saturday

1 am12 VOO.X to* $3.50 *
Fri. March 25 thru Thursday March 31
7 p.m.—Sharky’s Machine

(Burt Reynolds as a Maverick vice-squad detective)

9 p.m.—Creepshow
(The Masters of Horror, George Romero and Stephen 

King, present this epic chiller)
________Both features rated ‘R’

xApril 1-3
Led Zeppelin & Jimi Hendrix
Hear them at their best with 

Cerwm-Vega sound system!
Advance tickets on sale 

at the box office, Fri. March 26

/
Al ROOM 023 

FOUNDERS COLLEGE 

YORK UNIVERSITY

ii
>our new

V 2
«VIT
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Nats ink York stars Umpire strikes back with a laugh
CHRIS B. DODD The National’s public relations
When the Toronto Nationals of the director Tony Hutch believes the two 
new Canadian Professional Soccer Yeomen will be given every opportu- 
League begin their training camp nity to become original members of
next month at York, two players at the team. “Both are excellent
least, will feel right at home. players,” said Hutch. “I believe both

Glen McNamara and Paul Berk- players will figure into the team's 
huysen of the Yeomen soccer team plans for the coming season. Our
have been drafted by the Nationals in goal is to develop Canadian players
the league’s inaugural amateur draft such as these and the recruitment of 
held last week. these players and others (from other

schools) will be vital to outgrowth.’’

ELISSA S. FREEMAN
“During my career on the field I got to know, and like, numerous men 

who managed big league ballclubs. It’s an elite, exclusive fraternity, 
limited to a membership of 26 men at any one time. But as I learned old 
managers never die; they just end up working for George Steinbrenn’er ” 
Ron Luciano
Former American League Umpire

Luciano would certainly give them 
their money’s worth with his high
flying ‘Wild West’ style of ‘mock
shooting’ a player ‘out’ with his 
index finger while screaming 
OUTOUTOUT! Luciano also shoots 
straight from the lip as he readily 
admits to missing a number of close 
calls as well as guessing on balls and 
strikes. “An umpire can be wrong. 
Whenever I made a mistake and 
know it, I really tried to keep the 
manager and players in the game. I 
rarely apologized and only when my 
mistake was obvious did I admit I 
might be wrong. No umpire can 
admit all his mistakes and survive.”

But Luciano does manage to 
survive it all. Even when Frank 
Robinson, while managing the 
Cleveland Indians, threatened to 
impose a $200 fine if his players 
talked to Luciano or when Weaver 
literally stole second base, taking it 
back to the dugout with him, 
Luciano is able to maintain his sense 
of humour as he fondly recalls his 
umpiring career.

With baseball season right around 
the corner, this novel is an excellent 
way for the baseball fan to get back 
into the swing of things.

As one of baseball’s most candid, with every aspect of the game 
brash and flamboyant personalities, baseball from the umpire’s point of 
Ron Luciano emerges from behind 
home plate to call the game as he 
really saw it, in The Umpire Strikes 
Back (Bantam Books, $3.50). In 
collaboration with veteran writer 
and former baseball commissioner’s 
office employee. David Fisher,
Luciano has compiled one of the 
most humourous and indepth 
accounts of baseball ever written.

Luciano, who has an incredible 
sense of recall, unleashed a torrent 
of marvelously detailed anecdotes 
about his 11 year career as an 
American League umpire. So precise 
is his memory, he recreated the 
scenes of each of his stories as if it all 
lappened yesterday. Luciano doesn’t 
pull any punches as he recounts how 
umpires root for rain shortened 
games or how baseball teams based 
in Arizona spring training are more 
concerned with their sun-tanning 
than baseball playing.

view. The reader will be entertained 
with stories of Luciano’s outlandish 
arguments with a variety of 
baseball’s most volatile managers 
(especially Earl Weaver, the recently 
retired manager of the Baltimore 
Orioles) and chuckle at Luciano’s 
own theories on what makes a good 
hitter, pitcher fielder-and umpire. 
For example, on the role of the 
catcher, Luciano says, “The first 
lesson I learned was to be nice to 
catchers, for my own safety. Like 
most umpires I tended to think of 
catchers as brick walls, but often 
smarter.”

Retains eligibility The new league has been devel
oped specifically for this reason. It is 
an alternative to the North Ameri
can League which has only three 
Canadian teams and a high propor
tion of foreign players.

McNamara, a 23-year-old goal- 
tender, is the first of two players to 
sign a contract with the club. 
McNamara has signed with the team 
as an amateur, which allows him to 
continue his inter-collegiate eligibil
ity.

McNamara was a CIAU all-star 
after sitting out the 1981 season 
with a broken leg. Berkhuysen, an 
all-star midfielder, has yet to 
put ink on a contract with the Nats.

Nats open in May

The nationals will hold their 
training camp at York in April and 
will begin its season May 9 at Varsity 
Stadium.

ART GALLERY OF 
YORK UNIVERSITY

Outlandish arguments

The book also gives Luciano’s own 
account of his short-lived pro
football career to his flamboyant 
field umpiring. As one of the only 

Each chapter of the book deals umpires that fans would pay to see. iiiiiiMiimimNiimimiiiiiimimmimmimimiiimiimitmimiimmimmiiCanada’s leading Structurist

ELI

BORNSTEIN
SELECTED WORKS 1957-1982

33 Relief Structures; an Exhibition organized and circulated 
by the Mendel Art Gallery, Saskatoon

TO MARCH 25, 1983
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JlBe Ready to Enjoy Quebec While 
Learning French - ill::|1E

, Jgr;

If: i
The Ecolejnternationale de français de l’Universite' du Québec à 
Trois-Rivieres offers two summer immersion programs:

May 16tb - June 24th, 1983 
and July 4th - August 12th, 1983.

Three levels (beginner, intermediate and advanced) will be offered. 
Halfway between Quebec and Montreal, Trois-Rivieres provides a 
characteristically French environment.
For information regarding bursaries, please send all inquiries 
Mr. W.H. Clarkson 
Director of Student Awards 
8th Floor - Mowat Block 
Queen’s Park
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2B4 
Tel. 416-965-5241

For Program information, please write to;
Ecole Internationale de français 
Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières 
Case Postale 500 
Trois-Rivières, Quebec G9A 5H7 
Tel. 819-376-5432
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SPECIAL EUROPEAN OFFERI
CcontikO -f Cheap Airfare +

Free Accommodation = Pi travelta curs
i FÀ À ÀI
H See Europe with Contiki, the world’s foremost student and youth tour

■ operator, and travel CUTS will supply the best transatlantic airfare
* from Canada to London along with two free nights accommodation in 
| London. Why book anywhere else?

■ ^0f y°ur 6*® CONTIKI brochure and airfare ratesheet, complete this coupon 
g and send It to your nearest travel CUTS office.

À

’ I Name

■ Address
■ City Postal Code

k ■I
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